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7/6/93 

CIJE BOARD MEETING 

August 26 , 1993 

AGENDA 
(Lunch 12 • 1:00; Meeting l - 4:00) 
I. Welcome and Progress Repor t 

Introductory remarks, collllaent on CIJE r ole vLt:n respect to Lead 
Communities, etc., and introduce Alan Hoffmann . 

II. 

III. 

Comments 
Alan Hoffmann Introduce Cail Dorph, comment on nev sca:us of Barry_ Holtz, 

discuss staffing. 

Overview of the Lead Communities Project Charles Ratner Responses by chairs of Lead Cor.:muoity projects: 
Atlanta • ijilliam Schatten 
Baltimore• Cenine Fidle r, Ilene Voge:stein 
Milwaukee - Jane Cell~an, Louise Stei~ 

IV. Monitoring, Evaluation & Feeaback Report 

I 
~ 

"v 

A. Introductory Remarks 
E5ther Leah Ritz B. Update on Overall Project 

C. Prelimery Report on Ed~cators' Survey 

V. Update on Best Practices & Pilot Projeccs 
A. Introductory Remarks 
B. Report 

VI. D'var Torah 

lSNl7;CNl::iW Ol 

Ad.at:1 Gamoran 

Ellen Goldring 

John Colman 

Barry Holt:z 

T.BD 
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7/6/93 

CIJE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING 

August 26, 1993 

AGENDA 

• I . 

(Refreshments 9:30; Meeting 10 - 11:30) 

I. 

II. 

III. 

IV. 

V. 

Introductory Remarks ML"i. 

Progress Report ARH 

Proposed Workplan A. Hoffmann 

Development Report by AJN (lf we have a Blauscein or Jim Joseph gifc 
to report) 

Budget for 1993 A. Hoffmann 

85 , e2 7nr 
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August 10, 1993 

Dear CUE Board Member, 

The past six months have been a period of intensive efforts by the CUE, and we will be able 
to report significant progress at our board meeting on August 26th. In particular, we will be 
reporting on the following: 

1. The CUE professional team: Our Selection Committee has completed its work and we 
are pleased to announce that we have engaged Alan D. Hoffmann as full-time Executive 
Director of the CIJE. He will be assisted by a team of two outstanding professionals to 
lead the work of the CUE. They are Dr. Barry \V. Holtz and Dr. Gail Dorph. 

a. Alan D. Hoffmann - Executive Director 

Alan Hoffmann has been the Director of the Melton Centre for Jewish Education in 
the Diaspora at the Hebrew University, Jerusalem since 1986. As director, he has 
developed training programs in formal and informal Jewish education. The Centre's 
Senior Educators Program has thus far provided North America with some 60 
graduates who occupy key positions in a variety of communities, while its Summer 

Institute provides ongoing staff development for major U.S. day schools. Alan has 
been responsible for the development of curricula, and has supervised an elaborate 
research program in Jewish education. He has provided consultation services to 
schools and to educational networks throughout North and South America. 

Alan assumed the position of Executive Director of the CUE on August 15, 1993. 

b. Dr. Barry W Holtz - Chief Educational Officer 

Barry Holtz has served as Co-Director of the Melton Research Center for Jewish 
Education at the Jewish Theological Seminary, New York City, since 1980. He has 
been responsible for their program in curriculum development and teacher 
education. He is a well-known author and his publications include: Back to the 
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Sources and Our Way. At the CUE, Barry Holtz has been responsible for the Best 
Practices Project and has now joined the staff full-time as of July 1st, 1993. 

c. Dr. Gail Dorph - Project Officer 

Dr. Gail Dorph bas served as Chairman of the Department of Education at the 
University of Judaism in Los Angeles since 1989. In that capacity, she has been 
responsible for an elaborate program of teacher education and in-service education. 
She has long experience in the preparation of educational materials and has served 
as a consultant to Jewish communities throughout the United States. Gail Dorph has 
assumed her position as of August 15th, 1993. 

We are grateful for the important contribution Dr. Shulamith R. Elster has made to the 
CUE over the past two years. Dr. Elster has decided to accept the position of Professor 
of Jewish Education at the Baltimore Hebrew University. We look forward to working 
with her in her new capacity. 

2. The three lead communities - Atlanta, Baltimore and Milwaukee - have established 
their local commissions on Jewish education, and each has engaged staff to work with 
these commissions. They have undertaken comprehensive surveys of the educators in 
each community to establish base-line data. The results of the surveys will inform the 
commissions as they plan the recruitment, in-service training, professional development, 
and terms of employment of educators - as well as the way communities will address 
their future personnel needs. The survey in Milwaukee has already been completed; 
those in Atlanta and Baltimore will be completed by the early winter. The Best P ractices, 
and the Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback projects have been introduced in each of 
these communities and discussions are underway with Dr. Barry Holtz towards the 
development of pilot projects. At our board meeting, we will hear updates from 
representatives of the lead communities on the work that they have undertaken in their 
communities. The partnership between the three Lead Communities and the CIJE was 
intensified when the first of five annual joint seminars was held in Cleveland during the 
month of May. The various components of the project were jointly discussed, a common 
workplan was established, and regular lines of communications were set up. Ongoing 
visits by CIJE staff were scheduled. The second seminar is to be held in Baltimore on 
August 23rd and 24th. 

3. The Best Practices Project: At our last board meeting you received a publication on best 
practices in the supplementary school. A publication on best practices in early childhood 
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education is now at the printer. I am enclosing a memorandum by Dr. Barry Holtz on the 
Best Practices project in which he describes the work that has been undertaken in other 
areas of Jewish education, among them: day schools, the JCCs, college campus 
programs, camping/youth programs, adult education and the Israel Experience. This 
project, which is involving outstanding educators from the field and from key 
educational institutions, is generating significant debate and deliberation at major 
educational gatherings around the continent - from CAJE to the Network on Research 
in Jewish Education to conferences of denominational educational organizations. 
Sessions are being devoted to the presentation of this project and to the implications of 
its introduction into the lead communities. 

4. Monitoring, Evaluation & Feedback Project: a key element in the concept of lead 
communities is the notion that intensive monitoring, evaluation and feedback is 
necessary if we are to learn by doing. Furthermore, monitoring, evaluation and feedback 
will provide the basis for the decisions concerning the dissemination of findings to 
additional communities throughout the continent. This project is directed by Dr. Adam 
Gamoran of the University of Wisconsin and Dr. Ellen Goldring of Vanderbilt 
University. As you will read in their progress report, the CUE has introduced a full-time 
field researcher into each of the communities and they have already submitted initial 
reports to the local commissions and to the CUE. 

I look forward to your participation at our board meeting on August 26th. It will take place 
from to at 
I believe you will want to hear the reports from Chairs of the Lead Community Project, to 
meet our staff and to discuss with them the proposed plans for 1993/94. 

With best regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

Morton L. Mandel 
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July 13, 1993 

To: 

From: 

Re: 

MEMORANDUM 

CUE Board 

Dr. Barry W. Holtz 

Update-The Best Practices Project 

The Best Practices Project is an operation that has many long-range implications. 
Documenting "the success stories of Jewish education" is something that has never been 
done in a systematic way and it is a project that cannot be completed within a short range of 
time. This memo outlines the way that the Best Practices Project should unfold over the next 
1 to 2 years. 

Documentation and Work in the Field 

The easiest way to think about the Best Practices Project - and probably the most useful - is 
to see it as one large project which seeks to examine eight or nine areas (what we have 
called "divisions"). The project involves two phases of work. First, is the documentation 
stage. Here examples of best practice are located and reports are written. The second phase 
consists of "work in the field," the attempt to use these examples of best practice as models 
of change in the three Lead Communities. 

The two phases of the Best Practices Project are only partially sequential. Although it is 
necessary to have the work of documentation available in order to move toward 
implementation in the communities, we have also pointed out previously that our 
long-range goal has always been to see continuing expansion of the documentation in 
successive "iterations." Thus, the fact that we have published our first best practice 
publication (on Supplementary Schools) does not mean that we are done with work in that 
area. We hope in the future to expand upon and enrich that work with more analysis and 
greater detail. 

In the short run, however, we are looking at the plan below as means of putting out a best 
practices publication, similar to what we've done for the Supplementary School division, in 
each of the other areas. What we have learned so far in the project is the process involved in 
getting to that point. Thus it appears to be necessary to go through the following stages in 
each of the divisions. 
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The Steps in Documentation: First Iteration 

Preliminary explorations: 
Stage one: 
Stage two: 

Stage three: 
Stage four: 
Stage five: 
Stage six: 
Stage seven: 

To determine with whom I should be meeting 
Meeting (or multiple meetings) with experts 
Refining of that meeting, leading to a guide for writing up 

the reports 
Visiting the possible best practices sites by report writers 
Writing up reports by expert report writers 
Editing those reports 
Printing the edited version 
Distributing the edited version 

Next Steps 

For this memo, I've taken each "division" and each stage and tried to analyze where we 
currently are headed: 

1) Supplementary schools: Mostly done in "iteration #1". There may be two more reports 
corning in which were originally promised. 

2) Early childhood programs: Here we are at stage six. The volume is in print. 

3) JCCs: Here we are at stage three. This will require visits, report writing, etc. The JCCA 
is our partner in implementing the documentation. 

4) Day schools: Here we are at stage one, two or three, depending on the religious 
denomination. Because this involves all the denominations, plus the unaffiliated· schools, 
this will be the most complicated of the projects for the year. 

5) College campus programming: Here we are at stage three, with the national Hillel 
organization as a partner. One question to deal with is non-Hillel campus activities and 
bow to move forward with that. As to Hillel programs, we need to choose report writers, 
visit sites, etc. 

6) Camping/youth programs: Here we are at the preliminary stage. We should be able to 
have a stage one meeting this year. I t's probably fairly easy to identify the right 
participants via the denominations and the JCCA. 

7) Adult education: Here we are at the preliminary stage. We should be able to have a stage 
one meeting this year. Here gatl1ering the right participants is probably more complex. 
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8) The Israel experience: We hope to move this project forward with consultation from the 
staff of the CRB Foundation. As they are moving forward with their own initiative, we 
hope to be able to work jointly on the "best practice issues" involved with the successful 
trip to Israel. 

9) Community-wide initiatives: Finally, I have recommended that we add a ninth 
area- Community-wide initiatives using JESNA's help. This refers to Jewish education 
improvement projects at the Federation or BJE level, particularly in the personnel or lay 
development area. Examples: The Providence BJE program for teacher accreditation; 
the Cleveland Fellows; projects with lay boards of synagogue schools run by a BJE; 
salary/benefits enhancement projects. This project would use JESNA's assistance and 
could probably be launched rather quickly. 

Lead Communities: Implementation-and How to Do It 

In previous reports I have quoted Seymour Fox's statement that the Best Practice Project is 
creating the "curriculum" for change in the Lead Communities. This applies in particular to 
the "enabling options" of building community support for Jewish education and improving 
the quantity and quality of professional educators. It is obvious from the best practice 
reports that these two elements will appear and reappear in each of the divisions under 
study. 

The challenge is to develop the method by which the Lead Community planners and 
educators can learn from the best practices that we have documented and begin to introduce 
adaptations of those ideas into their own communities. This can occur through a wide range 
of activities, including: presentations to the local Lead Communities' commissions about the 
results of the Best Practices Project, site visits by Lead Community lay leaders and planners 
to observe best practices in action; visits by best practices practitioners to the Lead 
Communities; workshops with educators in the Lead Communities, etc. The Best Practices 
Project will be involved in developing this process of implementation in consultation with 
the Lead Communities and with others members of the CUE staff. We have already 
discussed possible modes of dissemination of information in our conversations with the 
three communities. 

How Can We Spread the Word? 

The first report on supplementary schools has engendered a good deal of interest in the 
larger Jewish educational community. One issue that the CIJE needs to address is the best 
way to make the results of the Best Practices Project available. How should the 
dissemination of materials take place? How should the findings of this project have an 
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impact on communities outside of the Lead Communities? Certainly we should find ways to 
distribute the materials as they are produced. Perhaps we should also begin to consider a 
series of meetings or conferences open to other communities or interested parties, as the 
project moves forward. 
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CU E Project on Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback in Lead Communities 
Progress Report - August 1993 

Dr Adam Gamoran and Dr. Ellen Goldring 

How will we know whether the Lead Communities have succeeded in creating better 
structures and processes for Jewish education? 

On what basis will CUE encourage other cities to emulate the programs developed in Lead 
Communities? Like any innovation, the Lead Communities Project requires a monitoring, 
evaluation, and feedback (MEF) component to document its efforts and gauge its success. 

· By monitoring we mean observing and documenting the planning and implementation of 
changes. Evaluation entails interpreting information in a way that strengthens and assists 
each community's efforts to improve Jewish education. Feedback consists of oral and 
written responses to community members and to the CUE. 

This progress report describes the activities in which the project has been engaged during 
1992-93 and the products it has yielded. The main activities include: (1) Ongoing monitoring 
and documenting of community planning and institution-building; (2) Development of 
data-collection instruments; (3) Preparation of reports for CUE and for community 
members. 

I. Ongoing Monitoring and Feedback 

To carry out on-site monitoring, we hired three full-time field researchers, one for each 
community. The field researchers' mandate for 1992-93 centered on three questions: 

(1) What is the nature and extent of mobilization of human and financial resources to 
carry out the reform of Jewish education in the Lead Communities? 

(2) What characterizes the professional lives of educators in the Lead Communities? 

(3) What are the visions for improving Jewish education in the communities? 

The first two questions address the "building blocks" of mobilization and personnel, 
described in A Time to Act as the essential elements for Lead Communities. The third 
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question raises the issue of goals, to elicit community thinking and to stimulate dialogue 
about this crucial facet of the reform process. 

Monitoring activities involved observations at virtually all project-related meetings within 
the Lead Communities; analysis of past and current documents related to the structure of 
Jewish education in the communities; and, especially, numerous interviews with federation 
professionals, lay leaders, rabbis, and educators in the communities. 

Each field researcher worked to establish a "feedback loop" within her own community, 
whereby pertinent information gathered through observations and interviews could be 
presented and interpreted for the central actors in the local lead community process. We are 
providing feedback at regular intervals (generally monthly) and in both_ oral and written 
forms, as appropriate to the occasion. An important part of our mission is to try to help 
community members to view their activities in light of CIJE's design for Lead Communities. 
For example, we ask questions and provide feedback about the place of personnel 
development in new and ongoing programs. 

We are also providing monthly updates to CUE, in which we offer fresh perspectives on the 
process of change in Lead Communities, and on the evolving relationship between CIJE and 
the communities. For instance, in July 1993 we presented views from the communities on 
key concepts for CIJE implementation, such as Lead Community Projects, Best Practices, 
and community mobilization. This feedback helps CUE staff prepare to address community 
needs. 

II. Instrumentation 

A Interview Protocols 
The MEF team developed a series of interview protocols for use with diverse 
participants in the communities. These were field tested and then used beginning in 
late fall, 1992, and over the course of the year. The interview schema for educators 
were further refined and used more extensively in spring, 1993. 

B. Suryey of Educators 

We also played a central role in developing an instrument for a survey of educators in 
Lead Communities. The MEF team worked with members of Lead Communities, 
and drew on past surveys of Jewish educators used elsewhere. The survey was 
conducted in Milwaukee in May and June, 1993, and it is scheduled to be 
implemented in Atlanta and Baltimore in the fall of 1993. 
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The purpose of the educator smvey is to establish baseline information about the 
characteristics of Jewish educators in each communty. The results of the survey will 
be used for planning in such areas as in-service training needs and recruitment 
priorities. Toe survey will be administered (was administered in Milwaukee's case 
with a response rate of 86%) to all teachers in the Lead Communities. Topics 
covered in the survey include a profile of past work experience in Jewish and general 
education, future career plans, perceptions of Jewish education as a career, support 
and guidance provided to teachers, assessment of staff development opportunities, 
areas of need for staff development, benefits provided, and so on. 

ID. Reports 

A Reports on the Professional Lives of Jewish Educators 
Each community is to receive three types of reports on educators: A qualitative 
component, describing the interview results; a quantitive component, presenting the 
survey results; and an integrative component, which draws on both the qualitative 
and quantitative results to focus on policy issues. The schedule for delivering these 
products is dictated by the specific agendas of each community. 

Toe qualitative reports elaborate on elements of personnel described in A Time to 
Act, such as recruitment, training, rewards, career tracks, and empowerment. 
Examples of key findings in reports written so far are the extent of multiple roles 
played by Jewish educators ( e.g., principal and teacher; teacher in two or three 
different schools), and the tensions inherent in these arrangements; the importance 
of fortuitous entry into the field of Jewish education, as opposed to pre- planned 
entry, and the challenges this brings to in-seryice training; and the diversity of 
resources available to professional development of Jewish educators, along with the 
haphazard way these resources are utilized in many institutions. 

B. Reports on Mobilization and Visions 
Information about mobilization and visions has been provided and interpreted for 
both CUE staff and members of Lead Communities at regular intervals. In 
September, we are scheduled to provide a cumulative Y ear-1 report for each 
community which will pull together the feedback which was disseminated over the 
course of the year. These reports will also describe the changes and developments we 
observed as we monitored the communities over time. 
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IV. Plans for 1993-94 

A Ongoing Monitoring and Feedback 
A central goal for 1993-94 will be the continued monitoring and documenting of 
changes that occur in the areas of educational personnel, mobilization, and visions. 
In addition, we are proposing to play a larger role than we initially anticipated in the 
community self-studies, just as we did with the educators survey. (The educators 
survey is in fact the first element of the self-study, as described in the Planning 
Guide.) 

In the spring, our field reseacher for Atlanta notified us that she would be resiging 
her position, effective July 31. Although we regret her resignation, we are trying to 
use it to our advantage by hiring a replacement whose skills fit with the evolving 
responsibilities of the MEF project. The new field researcher in Atlanta will have 
expertise in survey research, and will play a lead role in working with the 
communities to carry out the self-studies. 

B. Outcomes Assessment 
Although specific goals for education in lead communities have yet to be defined, it 
is essential to make the best possible effort to collect preliminary quantitative data to 
use as a baseline upon which to build. We are proposing to introduce the diagnostic 
Hebrew assessment for day schools, created by Professor Elana Shohamy of the 
Melton Centre in Jerusalem, as a first step towards longitudinal outcomes analysis. 
The great advantage of the Shohamy method is its value as a diagnostic tool, 
encouraging schools to use the results of the assessment to guide their own school 
imp!ovement efforts. The tests have common anctor items, but are mos_t!}' designed 
especially for use in each school. 

C._ Encouraging Reflective Communities 
The MEF project will be successful if each Lead Community comes to view 
evaluation as an essential component of all educational programs. We hope to foster 
this attitude by counseling reflective practitioners - educators who are willing to 
think systematically about their work, and share insights with others - and by 
htrlping to establish evaluation components in all new Lead Community initiatives. 
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COU NCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 
Mailing address: 163 Third Avenue #128 
Phone: (21 2) 532-1961 

New Yori<, NY 10003 
FAX: (212) 213-4078 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: CIJE Board of Directors DATE: December 7, 1992 

FROM: Morton L. Mandel SUBJECT: February Board Meeting 

Please hold the date of Thursday, February 25, 1993, for the next meeting of our Board 
and the CIJE Annual Meeting. The meetings will be held in New York and you will be 
receiving a notice of the exact location of the meetings within a few weeks. In all 
likelihood we will begin with coffee at 9:30 a.m. and the Board meeting will get 
underway promptly at 10:00 a.m. We should conclude about 3:30 p.m. 

Attached is a copy of the Minutes from our August Board meeting. We will furnish you 
with background material for the February meetings as soon as the agendas have 
been finalized. 

CC: Shulamith Elster 
~ Seymour Fox 

Ellen Goldring 
Sol Greenfield 

~ Annette Hochstein 
Barry Holtz 
Stanley Horowitz 

Marty Kraar 
Ginny Levi 
ArtNaparstek 
Lenny Rubin 
Jack Ukeles 
Jon Woocher 
Hank Zucker 
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MINUTES 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 

August 25, 1992 
10:00 A.M.-3:30 P.M. 

UJA-Federation of Jewish Philanthropies 
New York, NY 

Attendance: 

Board Members: 

Policy Advisors 
Consultants, 
and Staff: 

David Arnow, Mandell Berman, Charles Bronfman, Gerald Cohen, John Colman, 
Alfred Gottschalk, Neil Greenbaum, Thomas Hausdorff, David Hirschhorn, Mark 
Lainer, Norman Lamm, Morton Mandel, Melvin Merians, Charles Ratner, Esther 
Leah Ritz, Richard Scheuer, Isadore Twe·sky, Bennett Yanowitz 

Shulamith Elster, Seymour Fox, Ellen Goldring, Annette Hochstein, Stephen 
Hoffman, Barry Holtz, Stanley Horowitz, Martin Kraar, Virginia Levi, Arthur 
Naparstek, Arthur Rotman, Jo Ann Schaffer, Jacob Ukeles, Jonathan Woocher, 
Henry Zucker 

1. Welcome and Introductory Remarks 

Mr. Mandel called the meeting to order at 10:00 a.m. and welcomed participants to the fourth 
meeting of the CIJE Board. He reviewed the Agenda and then introduced first-time attendees Dr. 
Ellen Goldring, a CIJE staff member, and Jo Ann Schaffer, Assistant to Art Rotman. 

11. Introduction of CIJE Executive Director 

Mr. Mandel prefaced his. remarks by saying that in seeking an Executive Director for CtJE, the 
Search Committee confirmed the need for the American Jewish community to cultivate 
professional talent. The Committee was therefore especially pleased that Art Rotman agreed to 
serve as Executive Director of CIJE while retaining his position as Director of the Jewish 
Community Centers Association. CIJE has entered Into a Purchase of Services agreement with 
JCCA for certain facilities, services and personnel to run the CIJE operation. 

Mr. Mandel thanked Stephen Hoffman for serving as the interim Executive Director and noted his 
pleasure in welcoming Mr. Rotman to his position as the Executive Director of ClJE. 

Mr. Rotman said that he had accepted this position because of his own assessment of the enterprise 
and his desire to play a part in Its success. He said that the Purchase of Service agreement would 
allow him to utilize the expertise of several JCCA executives. Mr. Rotman added that he was 
excited by the opportunity of working with the kind of people involved in this endeavor. 
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111. Population Study and lmplicatioos 

The chair Introduced Dr. Norman Lamm, President of Yeshiva University, a member of the 
Commission, and now a member of the CIJE Board, to give his reactions to the CJF Population 
Study. 

Dr. Lamm noted that the most shocking thing about the fact that out- marriage in the Jewish 
community In North American Is now about 52-53% Is that anyone was shocked at all. He laid 
much of the blame on the diluted Jewish education children now receive. 

Dr. Lamm believes that the the full extent and meaning of this catastrophe has still not been 
absorbed by the Jewish community. He questions the wisdom of communities investing their 
limited resources in outreach programs to those with a non-Jewish spouse, thus reducing the 
funds available to educate Jewish children. 

Dr. Lamm noted that this problem affects Jewish com:nunities worldwide, including Israel, and 
the only remedy he sees Is in a program of Intensive Jewish education. However this loss of Jews 
to the community will also make it more dlflicult to financially sustain Jewish education. He 
urged everyone in the room to "play to your strength and not to your weakness" by focusing away 
from marginal Jews and on those of more serious commitment. Dr. Lamm added that this Board 
"is the best and greatest hope for a new infusion of leadership, ideas, resources, and moral 
support" for the Jewish educational system. 

IV. Lead Communities at Work 

Mr. Mandel stated that the Lead Communities Project may be a key factor in the success of 
American Jewish continuity and education. He noted that th is is a high risk and expensive 
enterprise, but has the potential to improve the situation substantially. 

Mr. Mandel called on Mrs. Annette Hochstein, a consultant to the CIJE who has helped design the 
content and shape the general thrust of the Lead Communities Project. 

A Mrs. Ho·chstein reviewed the five recommendations of the Commission on Jewish Education in 
North America: (1) to establish the CIJE, which has been done: (2) to build the profession of 
Jewish education -- four major grants have already been awarded to improve training 
opportunities for Jewish education; (3) to mobilize community support -- the number of 
Jewish community leaders with Jewish education as a top priority is growing, but more needs 
to be done; (4) to develop a research capability -- background work has begun in this area; 
and (5) to establish the Lead Communities Project, to be discussed at this meeting. 

The nine candidates for Lead Communities were: Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Columbus, 
MetroWest, Milwaukee, Oakland, Ottawa and Palm Beach. 

The Lead Community process will engage an entire community in major efforts to develop and 
improve programs in Jewish education. The purpose is to demonstrate what can be 
accomplished with an Infusion of outstanding personnel, the recognition by the community and 
its leadership of the importance of Jewish education, and the commitment of the necessary 
resources to meet additional needs. 

The Lead Community project will be characterized by the content, scope and quality of the 
endeavor. Each community will emphasize two basic elements: building the profession of 
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Jewish education to meet the shortage of qualified Jewish educators, and mobilizing 
community support. In addition, each will articulate their visions and goals. 

It is envisioned that the Lead Community will hire 2-3 outstanding educators to energize its 
education workforce. The community will also develop intensive in-service training 
programs for its educators. It Is expected that within 5 years virtually all educators in the 
community will be participating In on-going In-service training, that new forms of 
recruitme-:t- will be developed, and that the terms of employment (salaries and benefits) will 
be improved. In addition, there is a need for leadership to be engaged in and knowledgeable 
about Jewish education. Each Lead Community should have one or more leaders who would 
ensure that Jewish education Is a priority. There should be increased funding for Jewish 
education In the community; an on-going public debate regarding goals and visions; and a 
wall-to-wall coalition of key lay leaders, rabbis, and educators. 

A Lead Community must also be characterized by the scope of its endeavor: most Institutions 
in the community dealing with Jewish education will be involved in the Project which should 
touch the lives of most members of the community. 

CIJE has initiated t~o projects to help ensuring the quality of work. ,n Lead Comn:iunities. To 
discuss the first of these projects, Mrs. Hochstein introduced Dr. Barry Holtz, the Director of 
the Melton Center for Jewish Education at the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, who 
has been directing the Best Practices Project for the past year. 

B. Best Practices Project 

Dr. Holtz explained that the aim of the Best Practices Project is to create an inventory of best 
practices in contemporary Jewish education to provide Lead Communities with examples of 
excellence and models which they can adapt and implement. A secondary mission of the Project 
is to create a knowledge base about North American Jewish education which will be of use to 
Jewish educators throughout the U.S. and Canada. 

The Project began by determining the areas of Jewish education on which to focus. A team of 
experts has been or will be formed in each area to identify successful programs, conduct site 
visits, and prepared written reports. 

There are currently four areas being examined: 

• Work In the area of supplementary schools, where the majority of children in North 
America get their Jewish education, is nearing completion. This area is perceived as a 
particularly weak component of Jewish education. 

• An examination of early childhood Jewish education will begin in September. Successful 
programs will be those that result in a high proportion of children that go on to other 
forms of Jewish education. 

The third area is the Israel experience. The work of the CRB Foundation in this area will 
serve as the basis for recommendations. 

• The fourth area of study will be the JCC world. The JGC Association will help to identify 
outstanding Jewish educational programming in the Jewish Community Center world. 

For 1992-93 four new areas will be studied: the day school, the college campus, summer 
camps, and adult Jewish education. 

3 
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Implementation of examples of Best Practices remains to be designed. The Lead Communities 
will learn about a new project by visiting it, by bringing the people from that project into the 
community, and by creating seminars for Its educators so they can learn how to adapt that 
example to their community. 

Dr. Holtz noted that the team remains open to what he calls the "Department of Dreams" •• 
innovativ€..-ideas In Jewish education that have not yet been implemented and which may 
inspire Lead Communities to move in new directions in Jewish education. 

c. Monitorinc. Evaluation and Feedback Project 

Mrs. Hochstein continued, stating that in order to gauge the impact and effectiveness of 
programs, the CIJE has hired Dr. Adam Gamoran of the University of Wisconsin to head its 
project for monitoring, evaluating and providing feedback in the Lead Communities. 

Three field researchers have been hired to perform this function. 1he researchers will collect 
and analyze data and offer It to community leaders and practitioners for their immediate 

•· ·- consideration. The purpose ls to improve and correct implementation while the work is going 
on so that, when needed, change can occur immediately. 

In addition, we will be evaluating progress and assessing the impact, effectiveness, and 
replicability of programs. Lead Communities as a concept for systemic change will also be 
studied. The resulting data base will be used to assess the state of Jewish education in North 
America. This work may result In a periodical on "the State of Jewish Education" as suggested 
by the Commission. 

During 1992-93 the researchers will focus on three questions: 

(1) What visions for change in Jewish education are currently held by members of the 
community? 

(2) To what extent is the community mobilized, not only in terms of leadership, but 
i inancially as well. 

(3) What is the professional life of educators in the community like? 

In addition, during the first year the Lead Communities will be asked to undertake a "self
study" which will help determine the next steps for Implementation. 

The Lead Communities will be Invited to form a local committee to serve as the locus of 
responsibility for the implementation of the Project. The role of the Lead Community 
Committee will be to convene all leaders, educators, rabbis, and institutions in the community 
and Invite them to join in the decision making, planning, and implementation of the Project. 
During the first year it Is expected that the local committee will prepare a one year plan for 
1992-93, undertake a self-study, begin to develop pilot programs, and draw up a five-year 
Implementation plan. The Committee will manage the process of Implementation by 
coordinating the efforts of various agencies, by initiating programs and efforts where 
required, and by facilitating improvement where necessary. 

4 
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V. Lead Communities Se!eclion 

Mr. Mandel explained that Chuck Ratner had been asked to chair the Lead Communities Selection 
Committee. He praised Mr. Ratner as an exceptional Chair who brought to this task not only a 
fine, clear mind, but also a Jewish heart. 

Mr. Ratner stated that the 57 communities Invited to participate In the Project represented 3.5 
million of the ~.5 million Jews in the United States. Twenty-three responded within a very short 
time frame with proposals of exceptlonally high quality. 

Mr. Ratner expressed pleasure in working with the committee, comprised of Charles Bronfman, 
John Colman, Tim Hausdorff, David Hirschhorn, Mark Lalner, Mort Mandel, Mel Marians and 
Lester Pollack, and with staff support from Steve Hoffman, Shulamith Eisler, Art Rotman, Jack 
Ukeles, and Jim Meier. He noted that the process was as honest as any he'd been involved with; it 
was certainly fair; and very tough •- for the communities as well as for the Committee. 

Mr. Ratner then introduced Dr. Jacob Ukeles to explain the process of selection. 

Dr. Ukeles reported that 57 communities received program guidelines; 34 participated in a 
national satellite teleconference, and 23 submitted proposals. Each proposal was reviewed by two 
four-person panels. An overall rating and a composite score was agreed upon for each proposal 
and the results were submitted to the Lead Communities Selection Committee . 

The finalist communities were Atlanta, Baltimore, Boston, Columbus, MetroWest, Milwaukee, 
Oakland, Ottawa and Palm Beach County. 

Prior to the final selection of the Lead Communities, site visits were conducted by Board 
members, professionals and staff members. The finalists were asked additional questions based on 
gaps in their preliminary proposals. Levels of participation in educational programs, 
information on campaign results, and spending on Jewish education were reviewed as clues to the 
level of financial commitment and capacity. Leadership, financial resources, program, planning, 
and institutional human resources were considered in determining whether a candidate might be 
successful as a Lead Community. 

There were two important, unanticipated by-products of this process: (1) the site v isits 
increased the .understanding and enthusiasm for the lead ·Communities Project across the 
continent; and (2) the site visits themselves acled as catalysts in many communities to advance 
the commitment to local initiatives for excellence in Jewish education. Communities reported 
that these visits helped local advocates for Jewish education focus attention, generate excitement 
and heighten community interest in Jewish education. 

Board member John Colman was asked to describe his site visit to Milwaukee. 

He reported that he, Shulamith Elster, and Sol Greenfield of the JCC Association had visited 
Milwaukee looking for symptoms of strengths and weakness in the community. They were 
conscious of the fact that they were dealing with first impressions and were aware of the 
importance of putting the community's presentation In perspective. 

Following the site visit they evaluated their impressions and summarized them for the Committee. 

Mr. Ratner spoke about the most significant tension with which Committee members had to 
contend: the issue of picking communities that would have the best chance to succeed vs. those 

5 
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communities with the greatest need. It was decided that the priority was to pick the three 
communities that were most likely to succeed. 

The Committee recommended that Baltimore, Atlanta, and Milwaukee be invited to become Lead 
Communities. Each is Involved In building the profession and each has brought new talent to the 
community In the very recent past; each has mobilized community support and demonstrated 
leadership on both the lay and professional levels; and. each has a vision and articulated goals. 

~ 

The Committee also recommended that the three communities be asked to enter Into a formal letter 
of understanding with CIJE which would clarify the roles of each in the partnership. 

Before the final vote was taken, Mr. Mandel stressed that the decision Is not final between the CIJE 
and Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee until both sides are satisfied on details. The 
recommendation that Baltimore, Atlanta and Milwaukee be invited to join CIJE in the Lead 
Communities Project was passed unanimously. 

In the discussion that followed, It was suggested that the Board consider at some future date the 
growing suburbanization or small town movement within the Jewish community. There are 
increasing numbers of communities too small to maintain a rabbi and a congregation. The JCC 
Association's lay leadership model for military communities might be used for such a purpose. 

VI. Concluding Comments 

The meeting ended with the thoughtrul concluding comments of Mandell Berman, past President of the 
CJF and JESNA. 

Mr. Berman spoke about his Involvement In Jewish education which began in the 1950s. He noted 
that at that time there was very little commitment among lay leaders to Jewish education. He 
admitted that four years ago when it was decided to form a commission to study issues afiecting 
Jewish education and recommend new directions, he was skeptical. However, he would be leaving 
this meeting with his skepticism dissipated. He had watched the process; watched as leaders from 
around the Jewish community were sensitized to the issues. Mr. Berman noted that this is only a 
beginning, but he was enthusiastic. He felt that this group was committed to making a difference .. 
"For that, Mort, I thank you." 
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Board Members: 

Consult:ancs 
and staff: 

BOA.?lD MEETING 
COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH- EDUCATION 

FEBRUARY 25, 1993 
2:00 P.M. - 3:30 P.M. 

UJA/FED£RATI~N OY JEWISH PHILANTHROPIES 
·NEW YORK CITY 

David Arnow, Daniel Bader, Handell Berman, Charles Bronfman, 
Gerald Cohen, John Colman, Nail Greenbaum , Mark Ls.iner, 
Seymour Martin Lipsat , Morton MandBl , Matthew Maryles, 
Melvin Merians, Charles Ratner, Est:her Leah Ritz, 
Richard Scheuer, !sI1ar Schorsch, Isadore Twersky 

Shulamith Elster, Saymour Fox, Ellen Goldring, Roberta 
Coodman, "Robert Hirt, Annette Hochstein, Stephen Hoffman, 
Barry Holtz,. Virginia Levi, James Meier, Arthur Ns?arstek, 
Arthur Rotman, Barry Shrage, Jonathan ~oocher, Shmuel Wygoda, 
Henry Zucker 

-·---·-------------------------------~·-·· ----- ----~-------------------------

I. OoeninP. Remarks 

The chair welcomed board members to this meeting and introduced Daniel 
Bader of t:he Helen Bader Foundation, newly appointed board me~ber, and 
Shmuel Wygoda, a member of che staff of the Mandel Institut e, Jerusalem. 
He reviewed the materials in the meeting workbook, calling particular 
actention to updates on the best practices .project end the monitoring, 
evaluation and feedback project. 

The chair noted that CIJE has a very scrong board representing a we~lch 
of combined experience in Jewish communal end~avors and impressive 
ongoing interests as noted by the turnout at the annual meeting. He 
noted that the professional team is in formation. Dr. Shulamich Elster, 
Chief Educacion Officer, is devoting full time co CIJE as are che t:hree 
field researchers, and Or. Barry Holtz will come ·on board full cim~ in 
June. The remainder of the staff is working on a part-time basis and w~ 
continue to seek · the right person to caka on t:hc role of full-time 
executive director. He noted chat the organization is cscublishing 
several board committees and intends to work through the commiccee 
process. The corrunictees and. theiir chairs aro as follows: Be!:t 
Practices, John Colman; Lead Contnunities, Charles Ratner; Honicoring, 
Evaluation and Feedback, Esther Leah Ricz. CIJE will shortly be eending 
board members a list and brief sumsnaries of the commiccees and will 
invite them to indicace their preferences. 
~o write up their ch~rge, share it with the 
then sec priorities and work plans. 

500' 39!::ld lSN!l.:!GNtiW 01 

The commictees will be asked 
full board for reaccion, and 
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II. Monitor.ing in thP. Lead Communitj , s 

The chair noced that the board would now have an opportunity co look 
closely at the monitoring, evaluation and feedback project of CIJE. 
The project is directed by Adam Gamoran, Professor of Sociology and 
Educational Policy Studies at the University of ~isconsin-Madison. 
The Associate Director is Dr. Ell en Goldring, Professor of Educational 
Leadership ac Vanderbilt University. Dr. Goldring is filling in for 
Or. Gamoran this ye~r while he s • rves as a Fullbright Scholar at the 
University of Edinburgh. In addition, the project has hired three 
full - time field researchers, one working in each of the Lead Communities. 
Roberta Goodman, the field researcher for Milwaukee was present with 
Dr. Goldring for the presentatio~ on monitoring , evaluation and feedback. 

A. Rati.onale 

,As an innovative project, ch~ work with Lead Communities must be 
studied to document its efforts and gauge its success. How will we 
know whether the Lead Communlties have succeeded in creating better 
structures and processes for Jewish eciucation? On ~hat basis will 
CIJE encourage other communities co emulate the programs developed in 
che Lead Cornmunicies? 

The objectives of the project are as followc: 

1. Evaluate •Che success of the Lead Communities in creating improved 
st~uctures and processes for Jewish education. 

2 . Gather in=ormacion which can be used by ocher communities co 
emulate successful progrems developed in the Leed Communities. 

3. Document the processes, efforts, programs, and impact of che Lead 
Communities project . 

4. Provide the Lead Communities with ongoing, timely information as 
planning and implementation proceed. 

5 . Provide an open exchange of experiences, ideas, information, ~n<l 
successes among the chree communities. 

Monitoring involves observatiqn and documentation of plannine and 
implementation. Evaluation provides for interpretation of 
information co strengthen end support each com~unity's efforts. 
Feedback offers oral and wri cten response to che comm\mi ties and 
CIJE. 

B. Content and ~a~lv Focus 

900 '391:::id 

In its initial stages, cha projecc is studying the process of chang~ 
and its product. The field researchers are looking ac the &xtenc of 
community mobilization•·bre~dth and depth of particip~cion. ThP.y are 
also studying the nacure of t:he professional life of Jewish educator!': 
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in che communities , i.e. the condicions undar which they work. In 
addit:ion , they are documenting the "scruccure and culture" of each 
community in order to study how a particular configuration might 
influence change. finally, they are documenting the process to 
"screngthen che collective llW!mory" in an effort co attribute 
long - range change to our work . 

The goal during the first ye·ar is to 
a Lead Community and to focua on the 
vision of change in each corr.unity. 
initially i n four areas . 

monitor the process of becoming 
current state of affairs and ch~ 
The project is focusing 

1. Introducing the field recearchers co the cornmunities--helping 
chem co learn about the communities and establishing an effective 
relationship with t he Co«Ullunities. 

2. Focusing the ·content on launching and gearing up-.the process. 

3, Emphasizing che CIJE goals of working with personnel and 
community mobilization. 

4. Helping each community co believe in the importance of 
evaluation . 

C. As a demonstration of the kihd of interviews being undertaken in the 
comrnuni~ies, Dr. Goldring chen conducted an i nterview with Ms. 

l00' ~:)t:ld 

: Goodman. 

1. Who are the researchers and how are they working in Lead 
Communities? 

The researchers bring a variety of perspectives. One is a 
sociologisc, the second a secular classroo~ teacher, and the 
third a formal Jewish educator. They work as a team, consulcing 
and checking regularly ;tith each other. 

2. What is the researcher's role? 

The researchers serve a s the mirrors of the commtmitie.s. They 
lee the communities kno~ how their work is being perceived and 
provide chem with an opportunity co confirm their approach or 
revise it. 

3. 'What methodologies ocher than interviews are the researchers 
using? 

They are reviewing records and reports provided by the 
communicies on earlier ~ork in the area of Jewish education. 
They atcend planning mee tings, conduct observations, and take 
detailed noces. They scay in close couch wich all chat is 
happening in tbe communi.ty in orde:- to be? familiar wich the range 
of activitias, 
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The researchers were introduced t o the communities by Shulamich 
Elster . Following t his initial introduction, local lay leaders 
and professional scaff have helped pave the way. The researchers 
have discovered that when they a r e properly introduced in 
advance, the interviewing process goes very smoothly. 

5. How are the communities r esponding to the idea of evaluation? 

While people are somewhat uncomfortable with the idea of 
evaluation, the communities seem to respond generally favorably. 
In the case of Milwaukee, the fact of'having been selected as a 
Lead Community provides some reassurance that they are generally 
on the right track. With this in mind, the researcher is 
relacively··wcll accepted.' The r.csponse of profess.i?nal educators 
co the eval~ation process is especially enthusiastic as they 
r ealize that someone is paying accention to them and that their 
opinions are valued. 

C. Discussion 

The presenters were asked whather t:here ·is any fear thac active 
involvement i n the process w.ill change the product. le ~as noted 
that evaluation cannot be di~orced from implementation, but that the 
emphasis i s on proc<.?ss . ~l").e communities articulate the goal s· and the 
evaluators measure the oucco•es. One seep in the docl.lJ!lentati on 
process is to lay ouc biases from the start. 

It was suggested that it is i mportant that the researchers and the 
local cocnmunity work together as a llies. One outcome of chis 
process should be co develop the sense within the communities that an 
oneoing evaluation componont is critical to all serious projects 
undertaken by a community. It was suggested, in fact, chat the 
process of establishing ar,d impleinenting the Lead Communities project 
itself be monitored and evaluated. 

le was suggesced that the fie ld r esearchers be invited co meet with 
the local com.missions in their respective communities to explain 
their work. le was noted chat the board committee on monitoring, 
evaluation and feedback might be helpful in encouraging support of 
the project among local l ay leaders. 

The process we ara undertaking co model evaluation, Qvaluate, and 
show how ev~luation can imp~ct t he process is a complicated but very 
important: one . 

11!. Concluding Comments 

Tha maeting concluded with a th~1ughtful D'var Torah dalivcred by Neil 
Greenbaum, president of JESNA. 
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Progress Report: 

May 28, 1993 

We are pleased to report: co you on t:he activities of the Council 
for Initiatives in Jewish Education since the last Board ~eeting 
on February 25. The next Executive Committee and Board meetings 
are scheduled for 9:30 a.w, to 4:00 p.m, on Thursdav, August 26, 
at UJA/Federation of Jewish Philanthronies. 130 East 59th Street, 
New York City, Please save the date. 

Lead Communities 

The Lead Colll!Uunities Project remains the focus of CIJE 
activities, and in each of the chree Lead Communities - -Atlanta, 
Baltimore and Milwaukee--activities ace under way to develop 
these cities as local laboratories for J ewish Education. 

In Atlanta, under the able chairmanship of Dr . Yilliam Schatten 
and with the strong leadership of Board member Gerald Cohen, the 
Commission on Jewish Continuity has begun its work on the Lead 
Community Project and in tha development of lay and professional 
leadership for Atlanta•~ education agenda for the year 2000. 

ln Baltimore the official "launch" of the project will take place 
in the Fall under the leadership of L~roy Hoffberger. This 
initiative will closely follow the release of the communi ty 's 
Strategic Plan for Jewish Education, an ambitious undertaki ng 
that has taken some four years co complete, and has involved all 
aspects of Jewish education in che community. The C!JE project 
will now focus on Che personnel and colll.!llunity mobilization 
aspects of this plan. 

ln Milwaukee the ColUillission on Visions and Initiatives in Jewish 
Education, the local Lead Colll!llunities coordinating body, has been 
actively led by co -chairs Louise Stein and Jane C,ellman. They 
have assembled and are working with a Steering Committee and a 
local Commission that represents many of the elements of the 
Milwaukee Jewish communi ty. ~ith the support of the Helen Bader 
Foundation, Milwaukee has a full-time professional director of 
the Lead Communities Project. 
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Each 0£ the three communities has been visited several times over tile past 
several months by the CIJE staff and consultants , and we are pleased with the 
partnerships and the collaboration chat have begun. 

This report is being written just days following the conclusion of a most 
productive working seminar of the key professional leadership of the 
communities, with staff and consultants of the CIJE. The agenda was developed 
in collaboration with the three communities, so that following the meetings in 
Cleveland each of the communities and the CIJE would have a calendar and 
action agenda for the year ahead. 

In addition to informative updates from the field researchers an progress in 
each of the communities, the topics and issues focused on systemic approaches 
to change through the "enabling options" (personnel development and community 
mobilization) and the integration of the CIJE projects-- Best Practices; 
Monitoring, Evaluation ..md Feedback; and a new project being designed to help 
the communities set long term goals with the involvement of the institutional 
and denominational resources marshalled by the CIJE, 

Best Practices Project 

Critical to the success of the Lead Communities Project are the continuing 
actiyities of the CIJE i n the area of Best Practices. Since the Annual 
Meeting, the project has been active in che implementation of best practices 
in supplementary schools , and in the development of consultations in the areas 
of day schools and college campus activities. We anticipate the publication -
in the coming months~-of the materials on Early Childhood education, an area 
that has been identified as of concern and interest to the colllmUnities and the 
field. To date, the day school consultation has involved educators from the 
Orthodox community--convened by Yeshiva University--and the Conservative 
movement through the efforts of the Soloinon Schechter Day School Association. 
Similar consultations involving the Reform community and community day schools 
will be convened in the near future. The campus consultation was convened by 
the Hillel Foundation and included Hillel directors and campus professionals 
from throughout the country. Additional meetings are planned in both areas. 

Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback 

The Field Researchers have been in their assigned communities since the 
project began, collecting baseline data for use in monitoring progress and 
providing feedback to both ClJE and the COlillllunitias as we move ahead. 
Community representatives worked with CIJE consultants to design an educators 
survey to be administered this spring (in Milwaukee) and next fall (in Atlanta 
and Baltimore). The results, when analyzed, should provide us with extremely 
useful information on which to base our plans for future personnel training. 

So far, so good. We look forward to sharing more detail on these activities 
ac our August 26 meeting in New York. 

Warmest personal regards. 
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7/8/93 

Outline for Camper Notes for August 1993 Board Meeting 

I. CIJE Organization and Staffing 

A. Executive Director 

B. Program Staff 

1. Barry Holtz - f/t on lea~ from JTSA 

2. New Staff 

II. Lead Communities - Update 
(refer to Talking Points -6/93) 

A. Atlanta - Commission to meet ln August 

Bill Schatten as Cbair 

Lauren Azoulai - Senior Planner as staff in addition to her other 
responsibilities 

Educators (teachers and prinicipals) survey scheduled for fall 

B. Baltimore• Official launch in September 

Ilene Vogelstein and Genine Fidler as Co-chairs 

Chaim Botwinick and Nancy Kutler will staff the commission 

Educators (teachers and principals) survey scheduled for fall 

C, Milwaukee • Launched 

Full-time Project Director, Dr . Ruth Cohen - position funded by Helen 
Bader Foundation 

Commission and Steering Committee appointed and have been meeting 

Louise Stein and Jane Gallman - active Co-chairs 

Educators (teachers and princlpals) survey - completed 
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June 22, 1993 

Talking Points on the Lead Communities Project 6/93 

1. The project and CIJE - Yhy? 

The CIJE sees itself as a catalyst, working with existing national and 
local organizations to develop c~prehensive and experimental initiatives 
to achieve major improvements in Jewish education in North America. 

The CIJE 's strategy is to begin with Lead Communities as local 
laboratories for major improvements and then to encourage their use in 
other comm.unities. 

2. What will be the role of the Lead., Communities? 

The expectation is that Atlanta, ~altirnore and Milwaukee, the three lesd 
communities, will demonstrate what: can happen when: 

the importance of Jewish education is recognized by the community 
and its leadership; 

there is an infusion of outstanding personnel; and 

the necessary resources of all kinds are secured to meet 
additional needs, 

The purpose, in short, is to "demonstrate what Jewish education at its 
best CAN achieve." 

Lead Communities will function as local laboratories for Jewish education 
• as an entire community engaged ln a major development and improvemenc 
program. 

Lead Communities will demonstrate how: 

£00·39t:,d 

to mobilize community support to crea~e more understanding, 
knowledge and support for Jewish education in the community-at
large. 

to build and enhance the ~uality of life for educators and 
professionals in Jewish e 4ucation. 

to develop a research capability that will provide the knowledge 
needed to make informed decisions and guide development. 

to establish a local commission (wall-to-wall coalition) to be the 
catalyst for local change. 

1 
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3. What do we hone will happen in the community? 

Leadership will develop and articulate a vision of where the 
co1I1II1unity wants to be, what it wants to achieve. 

Individual institutions or groups of institutions (e.g. 
Conservative synagogues, educators, r abbis, lay leaders and 
parents) will articulate specific educational goals. 

These activities will create much debate and ferment in the 
community, will focus the work of the communities, and will demand 
that communities face co~lex dilemmas and choices. 

The Institutions of Higher Jewi sh Learning, the denominations, and 
the national organizations will join in this effort. 

4. Enabline Options - the Key Elements 

"Personnel" and "community mobilization" were identified by the 
Commission as "enabling options," which undergird the implementat ion 
of any , or all, other educational program;. Communities are 
encouraged to look at local educational problems from these 
perspectives. CIJE will help to mobilize the denominations in che 
Lead Communities to help deal with these issues at the appropriate 
time. 

5. The three Lead Communities •Backgrpund 

Atlanta 

900' 391:Jd 

Aclanta has a growing Jewish populacion. Atlanta's early '80s 
demographic study of the local Jewish community was followed by the 
development of a strategic plan . Included were recommendations to 
reorganize the services of th• ~ureau of Jewish Education, and 
reassign functional responsibility to other appropriate agencies. A 
Commission of Jewish Continuity has been established as a Jewish 
Education Fund. 

Baltimore 

Baltimore has a stable Jewish population of 92,000. A two-year 
planning initiative concluded in 1990 with a series of recommendations 
including the need to increase funding for Jewish education (since 
then it has increased from 25% to 33t) to establish a commission to 
look at the local Jewish educa tion system. Outcomes include a 
strategic plan for Jewish education and the establishment of a Fund 
for Jewish Education which is currenely undertaking a $10 million 
campaign . 

2 
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Milwaukee 

~ith a population of 28,000, Milwaukee has four day schools in 
addition to an array of camps and pre-school opportunities. Community 
strengths include the central i ty of the federation, tha availability 
of scholarships for day school s and a common cost for each day school, 
and coordination of teen programming. The cost of Jewish education is 
a central issue in a community where average incomes are relatively 
low. The community must also contend with a shortage of trained 
personnel and a 15% decline i n campaign income over the last three 
years. A Jewish Education Ta.'ilk Force was established in July 1991 and 
developed a plan for refocusing the Central Agency for Jewish 
Education. For many years Milwaukee has taken the lead in putting 
Jewish education high on its communal agenda and funding it 
accordingly. 

6. C9mmunicy Upd9tes: What is happening 

Milwaukee 

l00 .39tld 

a. The Commission on Vision and Continuity has been establ ished under 
the chairmanship of Louise Stein and Jane Gellman 

b. Steering Committee • meets every six weeks 

c. Task Forces have been escablished in the following areas: 

1. Personnel - on a two year time line 

2. Strategic planning - working on five year plan including 
visioni ng and goals project. 

cl, Educators' Survey was administered in June '93, data 
analysis SummQr '93 

Market analysis 
Needs analysis 
following plan outline 

Fall '93 

e. Fund Development - beginning November '93 

f. Full-time Project Director, Dr. Ruth Cohen funded by grant from 
The Helen Bader Foundacion (Daniel Bader - new member o f che CIJE 
Board) 

3 
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Baltimore 

a. The Center for Advancement of Jewish Education has just been 
formed (CAJE). It will ba headed by Dr. Chaim Botwinick. 

b. CAJE will establish a CIJI committee - July 1, 1993. Eileen 
Voglestein will be one of the two Co-chairs. 

c. Strategic planning by CIJE committee - July to August 1 93. 

d. Convene rabbinic and senior educator leadership - August '93. 

e. Launch CIJE Committee• September '93. 

f. Conduct Educators' Survey· September to October ' 93. 

g. Monthly meetings of CIJ£ Committee - October '93 to June 1 95. 

h. Finance resource development. 

Atlanta 

a. Council on Jewish Continuity - has met t"W'ice and continues to meet 
every two months (August 93 next meeting). It is chaired by Dr. 
William Shatten. 

b. New director of Jewish Educational Services to begin July 15, 
1993. (Janice Alper) 

c. Educators' Survey - ~o be administered in September ' 93. 

d. Task Force on Israel Experience· to ba formed in August/September 
'93. 

e. Task Force on Teacher Training - to be established Fall '93. 

f. JCC Judaic content study ~o be undertaken. 

g. Market study on formation of second Jewish high school - Spring 
' 93. 

h. Resource development - ongoing 

7. The Goals Project and Vision 

The communities are working toward developing visions for Jewish education 
to serve as the basis of mission statements. The basic question is what a 
Lead Communicy should look like in the twenty-first century. The 
denominations and their training institutions are working with CIJE to 
help clarify objectives for use by local denominational groups. 
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July 1, 1993 

Ilene Vogelstein 
~illia.m Schatcen 
Jane Gellman 
Louise Stein 

Dear: 

A meeting of the board of directors of the Council for Initiatives 

in Jewish Education i~ scheduled for Thursd.av, Au&ust 26, 1993 at 

UJA/Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York, 130 East 59th 

Street, New York. Tha meeting will begin with luncheon at 12:00 

noon and conclude by ~:00 p.m. 

I am writing to invite you co attend that meeting. On the agenda 

will be a report by Charles Ratner of Cleveland, chair of the CIJE 

Lead Communities Committee, on the work of the Lead Communities, 

If you can come, would it be possible for you to respond briefly to 

Chuck's comments? An outline of Chuck's remarks will be provided 

to you in advance. 

I do hope that you wi ll be able jo:n us. Please call ma or 

Virginia Levi at (216) 391- 8300 if it is possible for you to be 

with us . 

Morton L. Mandel -- Chair 

cc: Federation Exec 

lSNI730N~W Ol 
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AGENDA FOR THE CIJE STAFF lvfEETING. 
A UGUST 19-20th 1993. 

A m erican Friends of the Hebrew Universitv. 
Institute of Contemporary Jewry 

I I East 69th street New - York. N-Y 

Session 1. Thursday August 19th: 10a.m.-12p.m. 

The conception reconsidered. 

Background material: 
- Commission background reports ( meetings of June 14th 1989; 

October 23rd 1989; February 14th 1990). 
- Time to Act; 
- Minutes of the May 1993 CIJE I LC Cleveland seminar 

Session 2. Thursday August 19th: 12:45 - 2:15 p.m. 

Discussion 

Session 3: Thursday August 19th: 2:30 - 4:00 p.m. 

Some basic concepts: 

11 Systemic reform ti 

" Content; Scope , Quality ti 

Background material 

- "Lead Communities at Work " 
- "Lead Communities Preliminary Work plan 1992-93 " 



Session 4: Thursday Augu~t 19th: 4:15 - 6:00 

Working with the Communities: 

1) Planning 
2) Local Commissions 
3 )Problems in implementing the idea of the Lead Community 

Background material: 
CJJE Planning Guide: February 1993 

Session 5: Thursday August 19th: 7:00 - 8:30 p.m. 

Working with the Communities: ( continuation ) 

4)Community mobilization; Wall to wall coalition; Partnership, Funding 
5) Programmatic options ; Enabling options 
6) Educational profile of the Communities 

Session 6: Friday August 20th: 9:00 - 10:30 a.m. 

Content and Goals for Lead Communities: 

Ideas, Vision, Visioning, Goals 

Background material: 

- Goals for Jewish Education in Lead Communities 
- David Cohen: "The Shopping Mall High-School", pp.304-309 
- Sara Lightfoot: "The Good High-School", pp.316-323 
- Smith & O' Day: 11 Systemic School Reform II pp.235-6, 246-7 



Session 7: Friday August 20th : 10:45 a.m. - 12:15 p.m 

Support Projects: Best Practices, Monitoring Evaluation & Feedback 

Background material: 

- Best Practices project's director's report to the CIJE Board 
- MEF project's director's report to the CIJE Board 

Session 8: Friday August 20th : 1:00 - 2:30 p.m. 

Work plan: 
- 1993-94 Outcomes 
- 1993-94 Process 

Session 9: Friday August 20th : 2:30 - 4:00 p.m. 

Next meetings: 

- Friday August 27th, 1:00 - 5:00 p.m. 
Meeting place: To be decided upon 
Agenda: Next steps 

- October 
- Future agenda for staff 
- Seminar in Israel 



BALTIMORE AGENDA 

To put across to all of them - having a discussion of what the 
first year is going to be: 

Two types of meetings : 

a. Preliminary 
b. Meeting with each community around the meals 

1. What do they want to discuss 

2. Their response to the question of what they want discussed -
what they are planning for the year . 

SW will be in touch with VFL and work out what each document will 
consist of . 

will be a composite: 

- What they want 
- What we want 

Report back to us on basis of that an agenda for the next meeting 
can be prepared. 

Agenda will include : 

1. Introduction of s t a f f a nd thei r roles 
2. A second d i scus sion on contribution of the CIJE to local 

commission. 



DRAFT 1: TENTATIVE AGENDA 

CUE & LEAD COMMVNITIES 2nd SEMINAR. 
BALTIMORE. AUGUST 23rd - 24tlt 1993. 

- Session 1: l\ifonday August 23rd : 1:00 - 2: 30 p.m. 

The Lead Communities project: Update 
- Developments in the Lead Communities 
- Developments in the CIJE 

- Session 2: Monday August 23rd: 2:45 - 4:15 p.m. 

Systemic change 
- The concept 
- Content, Scope, Quality 

- Session 3: Monday August 23rd : 4:30 - 6:30 p.m. 

The Lead Communities project 
- Enabling options ; programmatic options 
- What is a Lead Community project. 

- Session 4: Monday August 23rd: 7:15 - 9:00 p.m. 

The Goals project 
- Goals, Vision and the Educated Jew Project 
- Content as shaped by Goals 

- Session 5: Tuesday August 24th : 9:00 - 10: 30 a.m. 

The support projects: 
- Best Practices 
- Monitoring Evaluation and Feedback 
- Goals 

- Session 6: Tuesday August 24th': 10:45 a.m. - 12:15 p.m. 



CUE resources 
a) Staff 
b) Working with Denominations, Training Institutions and 

Institutions in Israel 
c) Involvement of Lay Leadership. 

- Session 7: Tuesday August 24th : 1:00 - 2: 30 p.m. 

Work plan for 1993-94 
- Planning Process 
- Pilot Projects 

- Session 8: Tuesday August 24th : 2:45 - 4:00 p.m. 

Summary and conclusions 



BALTIMORE 

Lead Communities reconsidered 

a. Systemic 

b. Lasting 

c. Enabling as means 

- Content through goals 

d. Standards, scope 

Seeing lay people, personnel, goals, Israel 

CIJE contribution 

- Who will what 

Seeing the support projects 

Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback 

Best Practices 

/planning process 
Therefore year 1 plan 

"-pilots 

Working together 

22.7.93 



Minutes: Lead Communities Consultation 

Date of Meeting: May 11-12, 1993 

May 18, 1993 Date ·Minutes Issued: 

Participants Lauren Azoulai, Chaim Botwinick, Ruth Cohen, 
Shulamith Elster, Seymour Fox, Adam Gamoran, Jane 
Gellman, Ellen Goldring, Annette Hochstein, Alan 
Hoffmann, Stephen H. Hoffman, Barry Holtz, Virginia 
F. Levi (Sec'y), Marshall Levin, Arthur Naparstek, 
Daniel Pekarsky, David Sarnat, Louise Stein, Shmuel 
Wygoda, Henry L. Zucker 

Copy To: Morton L. Mandel 

I. Overview 

A. Welcoming Remarks 

Henry L. Zucker opened the meeting, reminding participants that the 
Lead Communities Project is a long-term effort to impact Jewish 
education for the entire North American Jewish community. It is being 
undertaken as a partnership among three local communities and CIJE, a 
continental organization. The need to reconcile the autonomy of the local 

communities with the agendas of continental organizations is evident, and 
will require adjustments as we progress, since it is a new kind of 
partnership between a national body and local communities. 

The Commission on Jewish Education in North America reflected a 
serious concern for Jewish continuity among North American lay 
leadership, and a shift in perspective which places Jewis~ education at the 
top of the community agenda. This reflects a major change in the point of 
view of lay leaders. The Commission brought about a new alliance among 
educators, community lay leaders, family foundations, rabbis, religious 
leaders ~d other Jewish professionals. The result was a commitment to 

improve the quality and quantity of well-prepared and dedicated Jewish 
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educators and to mobilize the Jewish community to provide adequate 
financial and moral support for Jewish education. 

Mr. Zucker noted that the Lead Community concept is a new one and that 
its implementation is bound to include some tensions between CDE and 
the local communities. It will be important to discuss and resolve 

differences as we move forward. This seminar was intended to clarify the 
Lead Communities concept and to enhance the partnership between CIJE 

and the communities and among the three communities. 

B. Introduction and Review of Materials 

Following introductions of the participants in the workshop, Annette 
Hochstein reviewed the agenda, making clear that it was to serve as a 
starting point for. these deliberations and was open to revisioQ._ 

It was agreed that the primary goals of the consultation were: 

1. To continue joint planning and intensify partnership. 

2. To foster and develop relationship within and across Lead 

Communities and with the CDE. 

3. To agree upon the role, content, and method of implementation of 
each element involved in the Lead Communities project. 

4. To develop an integrated joint action plan and calendar for each LC 

and for the three LCs and the CDE for the next 18-24 months. 

II. Partnership and Joint Planning 

A. Marshall Levin led a discussion intended to identify the partners in this 

project and their relationships. The initial discussion referred to the 
relationships among professionals involved in the project. His formulation, 
as modified through discussion, is as a series of concentric circles with 

communications flowing from the center. In the center are two circles of 
CIJE personnel and Federation senior staff in each Lead Community. 
Communications between these two groups are direct and comprehensive. 

Following, then, is a list of the groups within each circle working out from 
the center (see chart, attached). 
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1. CDE 
Professional staff (Cleveland and Jerusalem) 
Consultants 
Field Researchers 

2. Federation senior staff 

3. Senior educators and rabbis 

4. Other educators, other F ederation staff, and staff of other 
Federation-funded agencies 

5. Informal Jewish education organizations, foundations, and universities 

It was suggested that the Federation senior s:aff serve as the 
intermediaries between CIJE staff and all others in the community. 
Federation's role is to manage the process for a broader community. Ideas 
may come from the center of the circle, i.e. CIJE or Federation senior 
staff, or they may come from any other group within the community, in 
which case they will be brought to the CIJE by the Federation. In any case, 
buy-in and sign-off must occur with both CIJE and Federation senior staff. 

It was suggested that this might be described as a "partnership with parity." 
Partners come together with different perspectives and work together to 
define the partnership from each perspective so that others can buy in. 

It was noted that the model was being put forth as a communications tool, 
not necessarily a means for making policy decisions. It puts the burden on 
Federation senior staff ~o manage communication, probably by designing 
new and different modes of communicating within the community. 

III. Elements of Systemic Change 

Seymour Fox opened the discussion by reminding participants that the 

Commission on Jewish Education in North America had concluded that the 
basic elements necessary to upgrade the quality of Jewish education are 
personnel and community mobilization. These two elements have been 
identified by the Commission as "enabling options," i.e., options which enable 
the implementation of any, or all, other educational programs. Communities 
are encouraged to look at local educational problems from these perspectives. 
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CIJE will help to mobilize the denominations in the Lead Communities to 
help deal with these issues at the appropriate time. 

For example, while considering a specific programmatic area of Jewish 
education, e.g. family education, a community would focus on personnel 
needs. Toe Best Practices Project could then help to identify a means of 
meeting those nee~s. It was suggested, however, that in order to bring about 
systemic change, the scope of the total Lead Communities discussion must be 
broad. The content component for work on personnel is the Best Practices 
Project. It was noted that there is a direct relationship, which was described as 
follows: 

Personnel--needs "content"/Best Practices->scop~standards/quality 

If, in the example, described above, a community were to come to CIJE with a 
serious interest frtfamily education, CIJE would work with the ~ornmunity on 
how to approach personnel through family educ?ltion. In order to bring about 
systemic change of sufficient scope, family e·ducation would be viewed within 
the larger picture of the community's vision and goals. 

The discussion concluded with a reiteration of the centrality of personnel and 
community mobilization to the work of the Lead Communities project. 

IV. Calendar 

A. CIJE Calendar 

A proposed calendar of meetings of various groups related to the Lead 
Communities project was presented for discussion. It was proposed that 
key lay leaders and professionals of the Lead Communities and CIJE meet 
three times a year, including one meeting to be held in conjunction with 
the GA The purpose of these meetings would be to bring lay people on 
board and get their input. 

It was suggested that the key professionals of the Lead Communities and 
CIJE meet five times each year, for two or three days each time, to work 
together on the overall design of the project. In addition, CUE staff would 
be in each Lead Community every four to six weeks. 

It was suggested that the location of the joint meetings be rotated among 
the Lead Communities. This would save on expense while permitting the 
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communities to share their work. ·The issue of cost was discussed. It will be 
important to make the case for the centrality of these joint meetings in 
order for funding not always to be an issue. It was suggested that by 
dovetailing the meetings of lay leaders with those of professionals, some 
savings could be realized. 

At the conclusion of the seminar, the proposed calendar was reviewed and 
revised to reflect deliberations. A copy of the revised calendar is attached. 

B. Local Calendars 

Each community was asked to outline its local calendar of Lead 
Community activities. 

1. Milwaukee 

a . . Commission-will continue to meet quarterly beginning June 1993 

b. Steering Committee-every six weeks ( ongoing) 

c. Task Forces 

1. Personnel-on a two year time line 

2. Strategic planning-working on five year plan including 
visioning and goals project. 

d. · Educators' Survey-administered now through June '93, data 
analysis Summer '93. 

e. Market analysis J 
Needs Analysis -- Fall '93 
following plan outline 

f. Fund Development-beginning November '93 

2. Baltimore 

a. The Center for Advancement of Jewish Education has just been 
formed (CAJE). 

b. CAJE will establish a CIJE committee -July 1, 1993. 

c. Strategic planning by CIJE committee-July to August '93. 

d. Convene rabbinic and senior educator leadership-August '93. 

e. Launch CIJE Committee-September '93. 

f. Conduct Educators' Survey-September to October '93. 

g. Monthly meetings of CIJE Committee -October '93 to June '95. 

h. Finance resource development. 
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3. Atlanta 

a. Council on Jewish Continuity-continue to meet every two months. 

b. New director of Jewish Educational Service to begin July 15, 1993. 

c. Educators' Survey - administer in September '93. 

d. Task Force on Israel Experience-form in August/September '93. 

e. Task Force on Teacher Training-establish Fa~l '93. 

f. JCC Judaic content study to be undertaken. 

g. Market study on formation of second Jewish high school-Spring 

'93. 

b. Resource development - ongoing 

In the discussion that followed, communities were asked to consider how 
their calendars work to further the goals of community mobilization and 
personnel dev~lopment as two key enabling options. It was ~uggested that 
the local commissions consider these issues in relation to the"ir current 
priority concerns. It will be important for CIJE to work closely with the 

local commissions as they set their agendas. 

V. Lay Leadership Relationships 

A chart for communications among lay leaders was designed to parallel the 
chart designed for professional staff. The concentric circles of a parallel chart 
move from the center outward as follows: 

A.CIJE 
Board members 

B. CJF and Local Federation Leadership 
(As with the professional staff, these first tv.,ro groups would work together 

closely) 

C. Local congregations and synagogues plus continental denominational 
leadership; local schools and agencies; informal Jewish education 
organizations; national Jewish education organizations ( e.g., JESNA, 
JCCA, Hillel, etc.); universities. 

D. Foundations cut across all these lines. 

It was suggested that the model for lay leaders requires further refinement. 
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VI. Goals Project 

Seymour Fox described a project of the Mandel Institute on "the educated 
Jew." This is a theoretical approach to the desirable products of Jewish 
education. It grapples with such issues as what might be the ideal outcomes of 

Jewish education and what might an educated Jew look like. 

As this project is unfolding, CIJE is working with the major training 
institutions and denominations for help in defining goals for their own groups. 
Each movement is working on its own set of objectives which will be available 
for local denominational groups to use. 

Discussion focused on the importance of goals for the measurement of 
outcomes. It was noted that this will be an ongoing discussion as this project 
unfolds. 

VII. Funding and Fundraising 

Art Naparstek reported on his activity related to fundraising for CIJE. He is in 
touch with both Jewish foundations and secular funding sources for support of 
various aspects of the project. In addition, it was suggested that we should 
work together to tap into sources of local community support and Federation 
endowments. 

It was suggested that ongoing support for the Lead Communities Project 
should be sought locally, while national sources might be approached to 
support innovative ideas. The approach to national foundations should be 
coordinated through CIJE, which can help by demonstrating the potential for 
impact beyond the local communities. 

It was suggested that a development committee be established within CUE, to 
include representatives of the Lead Communities as well as the CIJE board. 
This committee would go to the Lead Communities to challenge their peers to 

support the project. 

The role of CIJE is to work with national foundations where there is a specific 
focus and to help the local communities develop a coordinated approach to 
certain foundations which would be more interested in a project which spans 

the communities. At the same time, individual communities will have their 
own interests and should be able to approach CUE for assistance in 
submitting proposals to foundations. 
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VIII. Additional Issues 

A. Definition of the Feedback Loop 

It was noted that there is a field researcher in each of the three 
communities for the Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback Project. Among 
the tasks of the field researcher is to observe work related to the Lead 
Communities project and continually feed in useful information on a 
timely basis. As the project moves forward, feedback should be provided 
on a monthly basis to designated CUE and Federation senior staff and lay 
leadership. This process should highlight issues raised by the Lead 
Community as well as those which the field researchers believe are 
important to address. At present, this is a process of monitoring and 
feedback. Evaluation can begin once the goals of the project are more 
clear. . ... 

A survey is being conducted on the professional lives of educators in each 
of the communities. The first round of the Educators' Survey will entail 
formal educators. The Educators' Survey will provide information to the 
community about the following items on Jewish educators: 

• Their perceptions of Jewish education 

• Their current and prior experience 

• Their training and staff development experience 

• The schools they work in 

• Their personal background. 

As a report is drafted, CIJE will check with each community to determine 
issues which should be addressed. 

B. Definition of a Lead Community Project 

It was noted that in the excitement of the identification of each community 
as a Lead Community, projects are being initiated and identified as "Lead 
Community projects" by people or organizations in a particular community 
without these necessarily going through any process of content, quality 
control or sign-off by either the community or CIJE that would make it 
part of the LC Project. · 

It was suggested that CIJE and the local community be open to requests 
for the names of people who might be helpful in the development of a 
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project. However, in order for any project to be a "Lead Community 
project," it must fit within the goals of the LC project and its specific plans. 
Guidelines should include the following: 

1. Process -has to fit within the plans defined by the local CIJE 
commission. 

2. Content-has to fit within the enabling options. 

3. Scope -has to be strategic, with potential for long-term impact. 

4. Quality-bas to fit within the goals of the Lead Communities project. 

If a CIJE consultant or staff member is approached by someone in a Lead 
Community for advice on a project, that person should report this to the 
local Federation contact for follow- up-outside the Lead Communities 
process. 

C. Vzsion 

Besides the goals project described earlier in the seminar, it was noted that 
the communities are working toward developing visions for Jewish 
education to serve as the basis of mission statements. The basic question is 
what a Lead Community should look like in the twenty-first century. It was 
suggested that it is important to set forth the ideal in order to develop the 
strategies necessary to move forward. 

D. Concluding Remarks 

It was reported that Shulamith Elster bas decided that the time has come 
for her to work closer to home. She will be available to work with CIJE on 
special projects in the future, but will be leaving her role as Education 
Officer for CIJE. All present noted their gratitude for the work she has 
done in moving this project forward and in being the CIJE's link to the 
communities. 

At the conclusion of the meeting it was suggested that participants take 
some time to reflect on the deliberations and to absorb what was said, 
following which decisions should be operationalized by CIJE and 
Federation senior staff. This was seen as the first of a series of meetings to 
help us move forward together toward a common goal. 
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Draft 2 

PROPOSED CALENDAR OF MEETINGS 
LEAD COMMUNITIES AND CIJE 

1993 1994 
MEETING May J une July Aug. Sept Oct. Nov. Dec. J an. Feb. M ar. Apr. 

1 . Key Lay Leaders. X X X 

& Pros-L.C.s & 
CIJE (2X/Year + 
GA) 

2. Key X X X X X 

Professionals L.C.s 
i CIJE (5X/Year} 

3. CIJE Staff to 
Each LC (Every 4 -6 
Weeks} 

Atlanta X X X X X X X X X X X 

Baltimore X X X X X X X X X X X 

Milwaukee X X X X X X X X X X X 

4. Educator's 
Sur_vey 

Atlanta 

I I l Baltimore -

Milwaukee 

5. 

6. 
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Participants: 

Mandel Institute 
Lead Communities Simulation Seminar 

April 27-29) 1993 

Harriet Blumberg, Ami Bouganim, Seymour Fox, Annette H ochstein, Alan Hoffmann, 
Marshall Levin, D aniel Marom, Oriana Or, Marc Rosenstein, Carmela R otem, Shmuel 
Wygoda 

I. Concer n s T h at Need t o b e Addressed 

Both the CIJE staff and the LC leaders have expressed various concerns regarding the lack of 
clear progress in the project. In large part these concerns seem to be due to deficiencies in 
communication and in lack of a clearly defined joint planning and decision-making process 

involving all players. 

Specifically, the communities are concerned about: 

a) "false starts" 

b) a lack of clarity about who the CIJE is and who speaks for it 

c) a feeling that the CIJE and the community may not be pursuing the same agenda 

d) confusion over the role of the field researchers placed in the communities 

e) whether and how they can expect to get funding assistance from the CIJE 

f) a lack of clarity about the structure of the relationship of the LCs to the CIJE: are they to 

operate as individual clients, or as a group? 

g) a lack of clarity about who holds decision-making power: is this an equal partnership be
tween the LCs and the CIJE? And where do the national denominational organizations fit 

in? 

h) a lack of understanding of what is meant by systemic change: how broad is the scope of the 
program, and how much room does it have for modest initiatives? 

i) why does there seem to be no long-term plan; why do decisions get made on short notice? 

The CIJE is particularly concerned about the failure of the communities thus far to generate 

involvement by the intended broad spectrum of lay and professional leaders; indeed the CIJE 
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feels rather at a loss, as this lack of involvement is accompanied by a lack of knowledge of the 

dynamics and the structure of the communities' leadership: a "mapping" is needed. 

II. P artnership: "The Wall-to-Wall Coali tion" 

It turns out that the "wall to wall coalition" that has been assumed as a precondition for the 
LC process is not so easily achieved; nevertheless, it is essential. While the CIJE cannot step 
in and organize local communities, there was consensus that part of the joint planning process 
to be carried out by core community leadership with CIJE staff must include the preparation 

of strategies for effective communication of the LC program tO all players, and for "bringing 
on board" all relevant constituencies. 

It was suggested that for purposes of this communication, communities be seen as concentric 

in structure, with the professional leadership described by the following sequence from core to 
periphery: 

1) CIJE 

2) Senior Federation staff 

3) Senior educators and rabbis 

4) Federation line staff, other educat0rs, staff of Federation funded agencies 

5) Informal educational organizations, foundations, universities 

Levels 1 and 2 will constitute the key decision-making level ("core community leadership"); 
level 3 will be the primary link to the community at large and to the supra-communal religious 
("denominational") institutions. 

What remains to be done is to develop a similar analysis of lay leadership, and to plan the 

process of communication to and involvement of lay leaders. 

It was emphasized that the appearance on the horizon of the CUE, the "commission process," 

and the LC project has not suddenly erased the deepseated conflict between the Federation 
world and synagogue- based institutions. While research has convinced Federation leaders of 
the importance of maintaining religious institutions, and while synagogue and denominational 
leadership supports and participates in the Federation process, the relationship is still a tou

chy one. We must beware of the danger that synagogue-based leaders and educators will see 
the LC project as just another power-play by the Federation, designed to take over control of 

Jewish education. 

The Goals Project may help bring these two worlds t0gether, as it uses the resources of the 
Federation and the CIJE to address issues of educational content, but does so through the 
denominational movements. Thus, by forging a partnership on the national level, we expect to 
be able to stimulate the formation of parallel partnerships on the local level. Moreover, this 
project helps to bridge another gap: that berween the "scientific" approach of communal (i.e. 
Federation) administrators who require measurability and the traditional "Torah for its own 
sake" approach of the religious education establishment. An important objective of the Goals 
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Project is to stimulate civilized compet1t1on among the movement institutions, challenging 

them to take an active role in supporting local communities, especially in the areas of person
nel development, and of educational goals. 

III. Scope 

It is crucial to the success of the LC project that all involved understand the goal of systemic 
change. If communities perceive the LC project as simply a mechanism for obtaining funding 

for interesting local programs, then the point will have been missed. Therefore we must be
ware of pursuing "pilot projects." 

An important means for conveying the "systemic change message" is to focus on the supra
communal nature of the LC planning process: while each community is unique and will 

develop its own program in consultation with the CIJE and the denominational institutions, 
we must cultivate an additional layer of planning and joint activity, involving all three lead 
communities as a group. 

Another elemem in our communication strategy must be the clarification of the distinction 
between the two key "enabling" options and the various support projects. All LC activity must 

be focused through the lenses of personnel and community mobilization. We must make it 
clear that the support projects (Goals, Best Practices, Monitoring, Evaluation-Feedback) are 
merely means to address the two key issues and should not be seen as the essential core of 
CIJE's activity. 

IV. CUE-Community Relationships 

With respect to funding and fundraising, it is important to clarify the process, so that the 

communities. expectations and those of the CIJE will match. If indeed all parties see them
selves involved in a joint planning process, it should follow that they will see themselves as 
involved in a shared responsibility for fundraising. The CIJE must make it clear to community 
leaders that it is only prepared to assist with fundraising (from extra-communal resources) for 
efforts that foster systemic change and that address one or both of the two enabling issues. At 

the same time, the CIJE must demonstrate sensitivity to the communities' need for lead time 
in planning any significant change in local fund raising priorities - and to the reality that while 
education may now have become a higher priority, it is still not the only priority. 

If a relationship of trust is to be established between the CIJE and the local communal 
leadership, we must engage in a thoughtfully designed program of joint planning. A partner
ship cannot work if either side feels manipulated or disenfranchised. While the communal 
leadership accepts wholeheartedly the need for large-scale change, and respects the CUE 
leadership and staff, the relationship to this pointhas not been free of such feelings of manipu
lation and disenfranchisement. It is essential that the May planning seminar be the first step in 
a process that takes "process"seriously (see below) . 
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With respect to decision-making regarding programming, the concentric hierarchy (above) 

must be followed: each successive level (starting from the core) must "sign off'' on a new 
program or policy before the idea is presented to the next level of leadership. While the CIJE 
can of course withhold support from projects the community adopts over its objections- and 

while the indirect costs to a community of flaunting CIJE opposition can be substantial- the 
CIJE cannot dictate community policy. Clearly, if an effective joint planning process is in 
place, such head-on collisions should be avoidable. A case in point of a planning glitch that 
has caused tension- but which may in the end turn out to be beneficial-is that of the station
ing of the field researchers in each community. These were intended to serve as impartial 

observers,gathering data to do a proper evaluation of change in the communities. However, 

since they landed in the communities before any other manifestations of CIJE involvement 
were apparent, they ended up being perceived as representing the CIJE. In some cases, they 

accepted that role; in addition,their being fully funded by the CIJE gave the impression that 

the CIJE was indeed a funding agency. Now, the CIJE and the local communities must decide 
together exactly what role these researchers should play, and who should .''.own" them: it may 
indeed be best for them to work for the community directly, rather than to serve as the eyes 
of "big brother." 

V. The Process 

What we need now: 

a) a two tiered action plan: individual LCs and the three LCs as a unit 

b) clarity of expectation, and lead time: a two-year planning calendar 

c) a plan for communicating the general ideas and specific programs of the LC project to all 
community constituencies ( see above) 

d) some visible results (new programs), to convince the communities that the project is real 
and worthwhile 

e) a joint planning process in which both LC leadership and CIJE have power and responsi
bility based on a shared vision of the overall approach 

The May 10-11 P lanning Seminar: "Towards a Joint Action Plan" 

Dayl 

1. Opening presentation (Henry L. Zucker) on the current understanding of the LC process, 
its successes and setbacks,based on the list of concerns raised a the simulation seminar 
(see above, I). 

2. Presentation and exercise on partnership structure (Marshall Levin): concentric circles 
professional leadership;development of parallel chart fo r lay leadership. 

3. Prese~tation of draft action plan and 28 month calendar of milestanes and planning semi
nars for the CIJE with the group of three LCs (see below, "key elements of calendar"). 
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4. Projection of developments in the two enabling options and the three support projects to 

fit the proposed calendar. 

5. Assignment for overnight homework for representatives of each community: prepare draft 
of local action plan to fit with group action plan proposed in 3-4 above. 

Day2 

6. Integrate group and local plans to produce a master grid, to be studied in each community, 
for formal approval at session of lay and professional leadership in August/September 

7. Session on fundraising or goals (?) 

8. Session for responding to various concerns and questions of community representatives 
not dealt with in agenda thus far. 

Key elements of calendar: 

• key lay leaders with top professionals and CUE will meet twice a year plus once at the GA 
for a more ceremonial gathering. 

• project directors will meet as a group with CIJE stnff bimonthly (except summer) plus the 

three above-mentioned lay leadership meetings 

• visits by CIJE staff to local communities: every six weeks 

• should be some kind of Israel experience each year Preparatory materials: 

It was agreed not to send participants heavy doses of background reading, but rather to pre
pare a binder containing worksheets for use during the meeting itself, to be distributed upon 
arrival. 
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August 12, 1992 

LEAD COMMUNITIES AT WORK 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The Commission on Jewish Education in North America completed its work with five 
recommendations. The establishment of Lead communities is one of those recommenda
tions, but it is also the means or the place where the other recommendations will be played 
out and implemented. Indeed, a lead community will demonstrate locally, how to: 

1. Build the profession of Jewish education and thereby address the shortage of qualified 
personnel; 

2. Mobilize community support to the cause of Jewish education; 

3. Develop a research capability which will provide the knowledge needed to inform decisions 
and guide development. In Lead Communities this will be undertaken through the 
monitoring, evaluation and feedback project; 

4. Establish an implementation mechanism at the local level, parallel to the Council for 
Initiatives in Jewish Education, to be a catalyst for the implementation of these recom
mendations; 

5. The fifth recommendation is, of course, the lead community itself, to function as a local 
laboratory for Jewish education. 

(The implementation of recommendations at the continental level is discussed in separate docu
ments.) 

B. THE SCOPE OF THE PROJECT 

1. A Lead Community will be an entire community engaged in a major development and 
improvement program of its Jewish education. Three model communities will be chosen 
to demonstrate what can happen where there is an infusion of outstanding personnel into 
the educational system, where the importance of Jewish education is recognized by the 
community and its leadership and where the necessary resources are secured to meet 
additional needs. 
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LEAD COMMUNITIES AT WORK 

The vision and programs developed in Lead Communities will demonstrate to the Jewish 
Community of North America what Jewish education at its best can achieve. 

2. The Lead Community project will involve all or most Jewish education actors in that 
community. It is expected that lay leaders, educators, rabbis and beads of educational 
institutions of all ideological streams and points of view will participate in the planning 
group of the project, to shape it, guide it and take part in decisions. 

3. The Lead Community project will deal with the major educational areas - those in which 
most people are involved at some point in their lifetime: 
• Supplementary Schools 
• Day Schools 
• JCCs 
• Israel programs 
• Early Childhood programs 

In addition to these areas, other fields of interest to the specific communities could also 
be included, e.g. a community might be particularly interested in: 
• Adult learning 
• Family education 
• Summer camping 
• Campus programs 
• Etc ... 

4. Most or all institutions of a given area might be involved in the program (e.g. most or all 
supplementary schools). 

5. A large proportion of the community's Jewish population would be involved. 

C. VISION 

A Lead Community will be characterized by its ongoing interest in the goals of the project. 
Educational, rabbinic and lay leaders will project a vision of what the community hopes to 
achieve several years hence, where it wants to be in terms of the Jewish knowledge and 
behavior of its members, young and adult. This vision could include elements such as: 

• adolescents have a command of spoken Hebrew; 
• intermarriage decreases; 
• many adults study classic Jewish texts; 
• educators are qualified and engaged in ongoing training; 
• supplementary school attendance has increased dramatically; 
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LEAD COMMUNfTJES AT WORK 

• a locally produced Jewish history curriculum is changing the way the subject is addressed 
inf onnal education; 

• the local Jewish press is educating through the high level of its coverage of key issues. 

The vision, the goals, the content of Jewish education would be addressed at two levels: 

1. At the communal level the leadership would develop and articulate a notion of where it 
wants to be, what it wants to achieve. 

2. At the level of individual institutions or groups of institutions of similar views ( e.g., all 
Reform schools), educators, rabbis, lay leaders and parents will articulate the educational 
goals. 

It is anticipated that these activities will create much debate and ferment in the corrununity, 
that they will focus the work of the Lead Communities on core issues facing the Jewish 
identity of North American Jewry, and that they will demand of communities to face complex 
dilemmas and choices ( e.g., the nature and level of commitment that educational institutions 
will demand and aspire to). At the same time they will re-focus the educational debate on the 
content of education. 

The Institutions of Higher Jewish Learning, the denominations, the national organizations 
will join in this effort, to develop alternative visions of Jewish education. First steps have 
already been taken ( e.g., JTS preparing itself to take this role for Conservative schools in 
Lead Communities). 

D. BUILDING THE PROFESSION OF JEWISH EDUCATION 

Communities may want to address the shortage of qualified personnel for Jewish education in 
some of the following ways: 

1. Hire 2-3 additional outstanding educators to bolster the strength of educational practice 
in the community and to energize thinking about the future. 

2. Create several new positions, as required, in order to meet the challenges. For example: a 
director of teacher education or curriculum development, or a director of Israel program
ming. 

3. Develop ongoing in-service education for most educators in the community, by program
matic area or by subject matter ( e.g. the teaching of history in supplementary schools; adult 
education in community centers). 
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4. Invite training institutions and other national resources to join in the effort, and invite them 
to undertake specific assignments in lead communities. (E.g. Hebrew Union College might 
assume responsibility for in-service education of all Reform supplementary school staff. 
Yeshiva University would do so for Orthodox day-schools.) 

5. Recruit highly motivated graduates of day schools who are students at the universities in 
the Lead Community to commit themselves to multi-year assignments as educators in 
supplemen- tary schools and JCCs. 

6. Develop a thoughtful plan to improve the terms of employment of educators in the 
community (including salary and benefits, career ladder, empowerment and involvement 
of front-line educators in the Lead Community development process.) 

Simultaneously the CUE bas undertaken t<? deal with continental initiatives to improve the 
personnel situation. For example it works with foundations to expand and improve the 
training capability for Jewish educators in North America 

E. DEVELOPING COMMUNITY SUPPORT 

This could be undertaken as follows: 

1. Establishing a wall-to-wall coalition in each Lead Community, including the Federation, 
the congregations, day schools, JCCs, Hillel etc ... 

2. Developing a special relationship to rabbis and synagogues. 

3. Identify a lay "Champion" who will recruit a leadership group that will drive the Lead 
Community process. 

4. Increase local funding for Jewish education. 

5. Develop a vision for Jewish education in the community. 

6. Involve the professionals in a partnership to develop this vision and a plan for its implemen
tation. 

7. Establish a local implementation mechanism with a professional head. 

8. Encourage an ongoing public discussion of and advocacy for Jewish education. 
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LEAD COMMUNITIES AT WORK 

F. THE ROLE OF THE CIJE IN ESTABLISHING LEAD COM
MUNITIES 

The CIJE, through its staff, consultants and projects will facilitate implementation of 
programs and will ensure continental input into the Lead Communities. The CUE will make 
the following available: 

1. BEST PRACTICES 

A project to create an inventory of good Jewish educational practice was launched. The 
project will offer Lead Communities examples of educational practice in key settings, 
methods, and topics, and will assist the communities in "importing," "translating," "re-in
venting" best practices for their local settings. 

The Best Practices initiative has several interrelated dimensions. In the first year the 
project deals with best practices in the following areas: 
* Supplementary schools 
* Early childhood programs 
* Jewish community centers 
* Day schools 
* Israel Experience programs 

It works in the following way: 

a. First a group of experts in each specific area is recruited to work in an area ( e.g., 
JCCs). These experts are brought together to define what characterizes best practices 
in their area, ( e.g., a good supplementary school has effective methods for tbe teaching 
of Hebrew). 

b. The experts then seek out existing examples of good programs in the field. They 
undertake site visits to programs and report about these in writing. 

As lead communities begin to work, experts from the above team will be available to be 
brought into the lead community to offer guidance about specific new ideas and programs, 
as well as to help import a best practice into that community. 

2. MONITORING EVALUATION FEEDBACK 

The CUE bas established an evaluation project. Its purpose is three-fold: 

a. To carry out ongoing monitoring of progress in Lead Communities, in order to assist 
community leaders, planners and educators in their work. A researcher will be commis 
sioned for each Lead Community and will collect and analyze data and offer it to 
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LEAD COMMUNITIES AT WORK 

practitioners for their consideration. The purpose of this process is to improve and 
correct implementation in each Lead Community. 

b. To evaluate progress in Lead Communities - assessing, as time goes on, the impact 
and effectiveness of each program, and its suitability for replication elsewhere. 
Evaluation will be conducted by a variety of methods. Data will be collected by the 
local researcher. Analysis will be the responsibility of the head of the evaluation team 
with two purposes in mind: 1) To evaluate the effectiveness of individual programs and 
of the Lead Communities themselves as models for change, and 2) To begin to create 
indicators ( e.g., level of participation in Israel programs; achievement in Hebrew 
reading) and a database that could serve as the basis for an ongoing assessment of the 
state of Jewish education in North America. This work will contribute in the long term 
to the publication of a periodic "state of Jewish education" report as suggested by the 
Commission. 

c. The feedback-loop: findings of monitoring and evaluation activities will be con
tinuously channeled to local and CIJE planning activities in order to affect them and 
act as an ongoing corrective. In this manner there will be a rapid exchange of 
knowledge and mutual influence between practice and planning. Findings from the 
field will require ongoing adaptation of plans. These changed plans will in turn, affect 
implementation and so on. 

During the first year the field researchers will be principally concerned with three ques
tions: 

(a) Wbat are the visions for change in Jewish education held by members of the com
munities? How do the visions vary among different individuals or segments of the 
community? How vague or specific are these visions? 

(b) What is the extent of community mobilization for Jewish education? Who is involved, 
and who is not? How broad is the coalition supporting the CIJE's efforts? How deep 
is participation within the various agencies? For example, beyond a small core of 
leaders, is there grass-roots involvement in the community? To what extent is the 
community mobilized financially as well as in human resources? 

(c) What is the nature of the professional life of educators in this conununity? Under 
what conditions do teachers and principals work? For example, what are their salaries 
and benefits? Are school faculties cohesive, or fragmented? Do principals have of
fices? What are the physical conditions of classrooms? Is there administrative support 
for innovation among teachers? 

The first question is essential for establishing that specific goals exist for improving Jewish 
education, and for disclosing what these goals are. The second and third questions concern 
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LEAD COMMUNITIES AT WORK 

the "enabling options" decided upon in A Time to Act, the areas of improvement which 
are essential to the success of Lead communities: mobilizing community support, and 
building a profession of Jewish education. 

3. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

The CUE will offer professional services to Lead Communities, including: 

a. Educational consultants to help introduce best practices. 

b. Field researchers for monitoring, evaluation and feed-back. 

c. Planning assistance as required. 

d. Assistance in mobilizing the community. 

4. FUNDING FACILITATION 

The CIJE will establish and nurture contacts between foundations interested in specific 
programmatic areas and Lead Communities that are developing and experimenting with 
such programs (e.g., the CRB Foundations and youth trips to Israel; MAF and personnel 
training; Blaustein and research). 

5. LINKS WITH PURVEYORS OR SUPPORTERS OF PROGRAMS 

The CDE will develop partnerships between national organizations (e.g., JCCA, CLAL, 
JESNA, CAJE), training institutions and Lead Communities. These purveyors could 
undertake specific assignments to meet specific needs within Lead Communities. 

G. LEAD C OMMUNITES AT WORK 

The Lead Community itself could work in a manner very similar to that of the CIJE. In fact, it 
is proposed that a local commission be established to be the mechanism that will plan and see 
to the implementation and monitoring of programs. 

What would this local mechanism ( the local planning group) do? 

a. It would convene all the actors; 

b. It would launch an ongoing planning process; and 

c. It would deal with content in the following manner. 
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LEAD COMMUNITIES AT WORK 

1. It could make sure that the content is articulated and is implemented. 

2. Together with the team of the Best Practices project and with the Chief Education Officer, 
it would integrate the various content and programmatic components into a whole. For 
example: it could integrate formal and informal programs. 

It could see to it that in any given area ( e.g., Israel experience) the vision piece, the goals, are 
articulated by the various actors and at the various levels: 

• by individual institutions 

• by the denominations 
• by the community as a whole. 

In addition, dealing with the content might involve having a "dream department" or "blues
k.-ying unit," aimed at dealing with innovations and c_pange in the programs in the community. 

H. LAUNCHING THE LEAD COMMUNITY - YEAR ONE 

During its first year (1992/93) the project will include the following: 

1. Negotiate an agreement with the CIJE including: 

a. Detail of mutual obligations; 

b. Process issues - working relations within the community and between the com
munity, the CIJE and other organizations 

c. Funding issues; 

d. Other. 

2. Establish a local planning group, with a professional staff and with wall-to-wall repre

sentation. 

3. Gearing-up activities, e.g., prepare a 1-year plan, undertake a self-study (see 6 below), 

prepare a 5-year plan. 

4. Locate and hire several outstanding educators from outside the community to begin work 
the following year (1993/94). 

5. Preliminary implementation of pilot projects that result from prior studies, interests, 

communal priorities. 

6. Undertake an ellucational self-study, as part of the planning activities: 
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Most communities have recently completed social and demographic studies. Some have 
begun to deal with the issue of Jewish continuity and have taskforce reports on these. 
Teachers studies exist in some communities. All of these will be inputs into the self-study. 
However, the study itself will be designed to deal with the important issues of Jewish 
education in that community. It will include some of the following elements: 

a. Assessment of needs and of target groups (clients). 

b. Rates of participation. 

c. Preliminary assessment of the educators in the community (e.g., their educational back-
grounds). 

The self-study will be linked with the work of the monitoring, evaluation and feedback 
project. 

Some of the definition of the study and some of the data collection will be undertaken with 
the help of that project's field researcher. 
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• DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION ONLY THE CIJE-PREL/MINARY WORKPLAN SEPTEMBER 1992 

THE CIJE-PRELIMINARY WORKPLAN 
1992 / 1993 

A. F unction , Structure and Staffing Assumption s 

The following assumptions guide this plan: 

1. The function of the CIJE is to do whatever is necessary to bring about the implementation 
of the Commission's decisions. This includes initiating action, being a catalyst and a 
facilitator for implementation. The CIJE is not a direct provider of services except 
consultations. 

2. The CIJE is a mechanism of the North American Jewish community for the development 
of Jewish education. Optimally an increasing number of leaders would see it as their 
organization for purposes of educational endeavours. 

3. It will always be a small organization with few staff and high standards of excellence. We 
assume that its staff will include, in addition to the Executive Director, and an administra
tive support staff, a plan..rier, a chief education officer, a director of research and community 
projects, as well as possibly some additional staff with content expertise. 

4. The plan is based on the assumption that the assignment includes fundraising for the CIJE 
and for the CIJE's contribution to Lead Communities. 

B. Establishing Lead Communities 

The bulk of the CDE's work for this coming year will be the pro-active efforts required to 
establish lead communities, to guide them and guarantee the content, the scope and the 
quality of implementation, and to help raise the necessary funds for the CIJE's share in their 
work, as well as for the lead communities themselves (the CIJE's role in funding was debated 
at the August meetings-I am not sure that this formulation accurately reflects the debate). 
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C. E leme nts of the Workplan for Lead Comm uni ti es 

• Immediate: Preparation, Negotiations and Launch 

1. Prepare written guidelines for lead communities (LC), including proposed agreement, 
planning guidelines, description of the project and of the CIJE's support role. 

2. Prepare CIJE staff for the assignment with LCs and have periodic staff meetings for 
ongoing work. Items 1 and 2 involve further preliminary development of the concept of 
Lead Communities, its translation into specific content and practice. 

3. Offer ongoing guidance and backing to the two support projects: Best Practices and 
Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback. 

4. Launch the dialogue with lay and professional leadership in each LC towards an under
standing of the broad lines of the project, an agreed-upor.. process for the project and the 
formulation of an agreement or contract. The chronology is to be determined. IN par
ticular, we discussed the question of whether we ought to push for rapid, written agreement, 
or rather engage in a joint learning process that would lead to agreement when the 
communities are more knowledgeable. Whatever the decision, the dialogue with the 
communities would revolve around the concept of Lead Community, the terms of the 
project, the planning and decisionmaking process, the relationship with the CIJE -includ
ing funding and the two projects. 

5. Work with educators and rabbis in the community: they usually have strong views, com
mitments and expectations on which we will want to build. 

6. Convene an ongoing (monthly?) planning seminar of the lead communities and the CIJE 
to further develop and design the concept of LCs. Given the innovative and experimental 
nature of the project, much needs to be worked out jointly with the best available talent 
joining forces for the design and planning ·work. This will also provide a basis for networking 
amongLCs. 

The character of the first meeting, to be convened as soon as possible, is yet to be 
determined ( e.g., should it be a major meeting aimed at socializing, acquainting, familiariz
ing the leadership (lay and professional) with the ideas, staff, actors, projects, foundations, 
related to the CIJE; or should it be a smaller meeting of several representatives of each 
community and of the CIJE (see appendix B for possible scenario). 

7. Set up the various expert contributions of the CUE: 

a) Provide planning guidance and guidance for the community mobilization process 
( community organization and ongoing trouble- shooting). Prepare guidelines and 
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discuss them with the communities. Assist as needed in the establishment of a strong 
planning group ( committee, commission), with wall-to-wall representation. 

b) Negotiate with foundations, organizations and purveyors of programs the nature of 
their involvement and their contribution to lead communities. Begin training them for 
the assignment ( e.g., discuss the institutions of higher Jewish learning, their role in 
in-service and pre-service training, as well as their role for the articulation of visions or 
goals of Jewish education; work with the JCCA, JESNA, CATE, CLAL; approach 
program-oriented foundations with specific programs). This requires preparing back
ground documents -for example, what would the Israel experience be in a lead 
community- and discussing with the appropriate organization or foundation their 
interest in taking all or part of the program upon themselves. 

c) Provide funding facilitation as required. 

d) Provide planning guidance for: 

1) The self-study 

2) The one-year plan 

3) Pilot projects to be launched in year 1 

4) The five-year plan 

e) Complete plans for the introduction of the Best Practices project into the community 
and make educational consultants available to the communities. 

f) Introduce the Monitoring and Evaluation project in the community (field researchers 
to conduct preliminary interviews) and help process the findings of the periodic 
reports (first one in January 1993). 

g) Provide guidance for the development of vision-, mission-, goal- statements at institu
tional and community levels. 

h) Appoint a key staff consultant for each community to mediate the content ( community 
mobilization; building the profession) and make educational consultants available for 
specific needs ( e.g., develop in-service training programs for early childhood 
educators; re-invent a best practice supplementary school model into the community). 

i) Develop networking between communities. 

j) Develop means of communications and P.R. 

8. Toward the end of the year: gear-up towards implementation 
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• Ongoing Work-General CIJE and Related to L ead Communities 

1) Board meetings (August and February), executive group, board committees (lead com-
munities, Monitoring/Evaluation, Best Practices) and camper assignments. 

2) Senior advisory group meetings or conference calls. 

3) Monthly CIJE-lead communities planning seminar. 

4) Fundraising. 

5) Ongoing contacts with constituencies ( organizations, purveyors of programs, foundations, 
lay leaders, educators, rabbis). 

6) Staff meetings (for planning and discussion of educational content-twice a year). 

7) Guidance to key projects. 

8) Networking with educators, organizations and institutions. 

9) Plan the second and third years of the project. 

D. Beyond Lead Communities: 

Major areas of endeavor of the CIJE and suggested action in each area for the next 12 months 
(please note: areas 1, 2, and 3 below must be dealt with both at the continental level and in 
lead communities). 

1. Community mobilization and communications 

Plan and launch the activities that will help mobilize communities, organizations and leaders 
to Jewish education and create more fertile grounds for access to the resources required 
(beyond the three communities selected). Areas of endeavour might include: 

• Work with the 23 applicant communities to the Lead Communities Project (or with 
any differently defined large group of communities) to capitalize on goodwill, initial 
interests, local initiatives. This should initially include a very limited number of ac
tivities - until the CIJE's work load permits more. For example: during the coming 
year one might convene once or twice representatives of the communities to share 
with them two topics 
-findings of the Best Practices Project and methodology of the Monitoring, Evalua
tion and Feedback Project 
-and meetings with programs and representatives of programmatic foundations 
(CRB for Israel; Melton for the adult mini-school; Revson for media; etc.). 
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• Launch a communications program that will continue the work begun with the publi-
cation of A Time to Act. · 

In too many quarters the work of the CIJE is not known. This limits our effectiveness, 

particularly with reference to fundraising, and misses on important opportunities for com
munity mobilization. 

This area has not yet been planned and very limited work was done to date. 

2. Building the profession of Jewish education 

In order to deal with the shortage of qualified educators a thoughtful plan needs to be 

prepared concerning action required at the central or continental level. We have deferred 
dealing with issues such as a portable benefits plan, salary policies, what would it take to meet 
the shortage of qualified personnel in terms of both pre-service and in-service training 
(beyond the grants to the training institutions), etc. In the course of the current year we may 

want to begin planning of the work. (I believe this requires initially an in-house or commis
sioned planning piece.) 

3. Developing a research capability 

Two steps were taken so far: the development of two major research projects to support the 
development effort in lead communities (Holtz and Gamoran) and the preparation of a 
background paper by Dr. Isa Aron. We have not yet found financial support for this project. 

4. Establishing lead communities 

(See above). 
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January 26, 1993 

Fall Seminar-Some Suggestion s 

An event to start work, inform, set the terms, create the dialogue. 

The components might include: 

1. General meeting of CIJE and lead community representatives re: the project in general 
and the CIJE's contribution. Includes CIJE and lead community lay leadership (10-20 
people per community plus CIJE staff and consultants, as well as lay people for part of the 
meetings). 

a. Communities introduce themselves, their views, hopes, ideas, past achievements, etc. 

b. The CIJE introduces the present state of the lead community idea-its evolution from 
the Commission to today. The notion of these communities as spearheads for systemic 
change -for addressing the problems of Jewish education/continuity. 

2. Lay leaders to lay leaders - issues of funding and community mobilization. 

3. Vision and goals: presentation and discussion followed by work with representatives of the 
training institutions and others who will be leading this effort. 

4. Professionals, educators, rabbis: build upon their work, commitments, convictions. 

a. Discussion of the project, the process, getting to work. 

b. The Best Practices Project: presentation and discussion-includes consultants on 
content. 

c. Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback: same. 

d. Planning: 
• self-study 
• pilot projects 
• one year plan 
• five year plan 
• the ongoing CJJE seminar 

5. Networking among lead communities. 
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6. Meetings with organizations, purveyors of programs and programmatic foundations: to 
discuss specific interests and projects 
• in-service training programs 

• CAJE 
• JESNA 

• JCCA 
• the Melton mini-school 
• the CRB foundation 

• etc. 

7. Closing session and discussion of next steps. 
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CIJE -- Workplan Draft 

End 1992 
__ __ _ _ _ _ __ ~~.~~~~~~~--Y----'-'-+--'---'--+-----"-'-'-l_§_QQ_ Oct Nov D 
15/Sep/92 02/Sep/93 

Task Name 

Lenu Communities 

Sta1 t 

I 1~£Sep/92 15/Sep/92 
Lm111cl1 Acllvities _J_~IS£pl92 02/Sep/93 

Prepare wrillen guidelines 1_5/Scp/92 20/Oct/92 

1 : Wrillen agreement 15/Sep/9? 30/Sep/92 __ --l--1--l--l--l-- l--l--l--l--l--l--1--l--•-
c Planning guidelines 15/Sep/92 20/Ocl/92 
Negotinte Agreement 15/Sep/9~ 1.Q/Nov/9~ 

I Presenl project lo Communily t 5/Sep/92 01/Oec/92 
CIJE sta ff preparation 1 S/Sep/92 01 /Dec/92 

Lau II ch Monllo ring 15/Scp/9 2 261 Alig/93 _ ~:J:}""'"''·, mjwm•l··m le, ·"I"·""~"•"'""""" ,_,_, __ ,_ 
1 Introduce in community 15/Sep/92 25/Sep/92 

Develop feedback loop 15/Sep/9~ 30/Nov/9~ 

1 Set terms for first report 15/Sep/9~ 27 /Nov/92 l1Wl11 

Feedback from rindings 19/Jan/93 26/Aug/93 

Launch Best Practices 15/Sep/92 02/Sep/93 -~=!~l"""'~"""'/-~-~~~-•--•--•-
lnl roduce 15/Sep£92 30/Nov/92 
develop method 15/S~[2{92 02/Scp/93 . • ~~ · , · .. , -~ 

provide consullants J2~§£~92 02/Scp/93 

Vision project \5/Scp{92 3I/Aug/93 ~>=~•=~ 
I 

develop project JS/Scp/92 31/Aug/93 _ ;;;;; i ~ l_,_1_,_ 

work willl IHJL etc.. J 5/Scp/92 26/Aug/93 = 
, introduce in communities ·1 G/Nov/92 26/Aug/93 

Convene llrsl plc11111ina seminar 01 /Dec/92 0'!/Dec/92 t:, 
Community process 15/Sep/92 26/Aug/93 

Work will! educators rnl!.lbis 15/Sep/92 27/Aug/931- _ __ _ _____ --F,!!:!:!~,--1 1 1 

Planning ,guidance 15/Se~? 26/Aug/93 m ~!Wm.'i,illl!&':1.i!olilll111 1'.r"~li :!m!u~~m;a -----
Self study 06/Nov/92 30/Apr/93 ~ i.'!EII 

First year plan 15/SeQ!g~ 31/Dec/92 
Pilot projects _Q_Q_lfeb/93 08/Fe!J/93 6 
Five year plan 0 1/Oec/92 26/Aug/93 µmzm 

I Work wi llu foundations _! 5IS£p{Q~ 26/Aug/931 Fl 
Work wiliu proaram purveyors 15/~QQ{Q~ 26/Aug/93 )n.Jm.nmi~™~111wa+v-,,~mwj~w14U f •~ 

Work will1 national oroanirnlions 15/Sep/92 26£Au~3 
funding racilitallon 15/Sef!/92 26/Aug/93 

Pilntcd: 15/Ser>/92 
PilOC 1 

Milestone .f:.. · Summary ~ 
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CIJE -- Workplan -- Draft 
Task Name Stai t End 

1992 
~3 

1 _§_cQ_ Oct Nov Dec Jan I Feb I MarI~12L.I~t==J Jul I Auo 1~E~I D 
Appoint sl arr consultant 15/Sep/92 15/Sep/92 /\ __ __ __ __ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ ____ ,_ ______ .__ ,_ 

Develop Networking between commu11ill 01/Dec/92 01/Dec/9? I'- IJ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Communications and pr 15/Sep{g~ 26/Aug_/93 )Im . - ..:. , ,w 

6. Gear up towards lmplemcnl.illon 10/Aug/93 10/Aug/93 
. 15/Sep/92 15/Sep/921 6 

0 ng o Ing 1 5/S e p/9 2 0 2/ Se p/9 3 _ b~!~~~~m!!!.8JmmJT:>P.mI~+rnm.•hW11n. 
Fundralsing 15/Sep/92 26/Aug/93 ~ 
Board meetings 14/Feb/93 14/Feb/93 
Board Commillees · 15/Sep/92 15/Se~~I ).( 

L 

6 
/) 

~= 

/.I 

.•l 
r.\ 

.a Executive Commillee 29/Nov/92 29/Nov/92 
Senior Advisors I 31/Ocl/92I 31/Ocl/92 
Planntnn Seminar 30/Nov/02 26/May/93 

1-~~wuJWw-;Jk.LJl_l_..,11
_ 1-1-1-

1 
Mobilizina conslilutencles 15/Sep/92 31/Au~J/93 

Nnlionai organizations 15/Scp/92 30/Aug/93I ~)-~1111w,1~tHHM1S111--~ r-11111-~ w Jm l--• • I w 
Puveyors or progrnms 15/Sep/92 26/Aug/93 
Foundations 15/Sep/92 26/Aua/93 

Ja?r!~t11if.9':!.'.IT~i.im.z!l~!i!l'il!lljszltlmllik~.l:!l'.lm1~:m~l~kw~J~ 

Il1lUllDU 

lndividtlals 15/Sep/92 31/Aug/93 
Educators and Rabbis 15/Sep/92 26/Aug/93 
Starr s,emlnars 10/Ocl/9 2 10/Ocl/92 6 ,1 6 ~ 

Ongoing guidance to projects 15/Sep/92 09/Aug/93 

Networking 15/Sep/92 D2/Sep/93m_"Wt~1~~~ I • 
Plan years two and li1ree 12/Jul/93 30/Aug/93 --t----- -

1 15/Sep/92 15/Sep/92 . 
· - · .. _15/Sep/92 01/Sep/93 ~'i:?~-J~::crar❖:~f'lli:i'•"!'™:lmf.mmx:~t.mmn~mmrn:h:rnnd Community Mobilizallon and Communlcnll 

Plan 00/Jan/93 26/Aug/93 

From 3 to 23 07/Jnn/93 01/Sep/93
1
_

1
_

1 
__ 

1 
__ I __ 

Communicallons ~mm 07/Jnn/93 31/Aug/93 
~/ScQLQ? 15/Sep/92I J( 

1 
Building Ille Pro(csslon _ 115/S~~ OO/Sep/93 ~:1•:J;r.,,iy;k~~•nm;,~ro•:ow:l~~l™if..ll.WU!fBrnw~~~2 

Plan _ ~ 10/Mar/93 O0/Scp/93 
15/Sep/92 15/Scn/92I Ii I -- __ c::__ - •---I-- 1--I--I--I--I--l-- l--t---l- - •--1--1--1-

!:. 
6 

Develop a Research cnpabllily 
Decide on next stc12s 

Printed: 15/Sc[)/92 
Pnnc 2 

16/Aug/93 16/Aug/93 
1G/Atig/93 16/Aug/93 

Mileslone [): Summary ..:rn 



Laying the Groundwork for the Experiment in Congregational Educatioh 

Rhea Hirsch School of Education 
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion 

in partnership with 
The Commission _on Jewish Education for the Reform Movement 

The Problems of Congregational Schools 
It is estimated that 80% of Jewish children in America will attend a Jewish 
school at some point in their lives. For over two thirds of these students, that 
school will be a supplementary school under congregational auspices. 
Critiques of the supplementary school date back to the 1880's, and have 
remained remarkably constant over the years. Supplementary schools 
having been faulted for being boring and irrelevant, having unqualified 
teachers, and lacking substantive parental involvement and support. In 
many urban centers the problems of supplementary schools have deepened, · 
as day schools have siphoned some of the most committed parents, as well as 
the most professional teachers. These problems combine to limit the 
supplementary school in its ability to provide its students with either 
substantial knowledge of or a deep commitment to Jewish life. 
Despite numerous attempts to address these problems through curricular 
revisions and programmatic innovations, the essential structure and 
organization of most congregational schools has not changed much since the 
19S0's. . 

The Role of the Rhea Hirsch School of Education 
in Improving Congregational Education 
The RHSOE, the Reform Movement's premier graduate program for the 
training of professionals in Jewish education, was founded in 1969. The 
school has over 150 alumni who serve in congregations, schools, camps, 
universities and other educational institutions throughout North America, 
and in England and Israel as well. 

During the spring and summer of 1992, RHSOE faculty and staff engaged in a 
strategic planning process, which was supported, in part, by the Mandel 
Associated Foundations. In the course of our deliberations we became 
convinced that the RHSOE must not only prepare future educators, but also 
work more directly towards the improvement of settings in which our 
graduates work. While it would be unrealistic to expect that we could work 
intensively with hundreds of schools, camps, and Jewish centers, the RHSOE 
might well serve as a catalyst for improving these institutions through very 
targeted experiments, such as the Experiment in Congregational Education. A 
second grant from the Mandel Foundation enabled us to initiate the ECE in 
partnership with the Commission on Jewish Education. 
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The Experiment in Congregational Education 
The purpose of the ECE is to stimulate a revitalization and re-configuration of 
congregational education. The ECE will bring tog~ther a small number of 
congregations (between four and eight) which will work together to re-think 
their notions of Jewish education and explore ways of restructuring their 
educational programs. Over the course .of a three year period, these 
congregations will engage in a process of examining: what their goals are for 
Jewish education; what changes in their current institution will meet both 
their needs and their goals; and what resources will be required to institute 
these changes? As answers to these questions become clear, each of the 
congregations will develop and implement a plan for the reconfiguration of 
the totality of its educational programming. 

The ECE is not undertaken with any fixed idea of the the final product that 
will emerge from the process of reconfiguration. It is likely that a number of 
different new structures will emerge, perhaps as many new models as there 
are partners in the ECE. But while we have no preconceived notion of the 
new structures which the experiment will yield, we do have some very strong 
convictions about the process which each congregation involved in the 
experiment will have to undergo. Our reading of research in educational 
innovation in the public sector and our first-hand experience working with 
congregational schools have led us to the conviction that school restructuring 
can only be successful when the process of deciding on the new structure is 
both broad and deep. The entire spectrum of congregational membership 
must be represented in this process, which must involve incisive probing 
into people's Je~sh identities, commitments, needs, and values. 

Beyond its immediate benefit in the improvement of education in a number 
of congregations, the ultimate contribution of the ECE will be to the entire 
field of Jewish education. After four years of analysis, intervention md 
documentation, we will have a much more sophisticated understanding of 
the internal dynamics of education in the congregational setting, and the 
possibilities for change in Jewish education. We will have a number of viable 
models of restructured institutions, and a wide range of new programmatic 
alternatives. We hope to use this knowledge in the creation (four years 
hence) of a "Laboratory for Congregational Education," which will serve as a 
resource to a larger number of congregations. 

Phase One: The Initial Consultation 
A new and complicated undertaking, such as the ECE, requires input from a 
variety of sources·. In launching the ECE, we wanted to draw on the expertise 
of scholars and researchers in related fields, as well as congregational leaders 
from a range of setti_ngs. Thanks to a grant from the Nathan Cummings 
Fotmdation, a group of 25-30 scholars and congregational leaders with prior 
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experience and expertise in this area will be brought together for a two-day 
consultation in May, 1993. 

The goals of this consultation are: 
1) To gain a deeper understanding of what it will take to assist congregations 

in reconceptualizing and restruchrring the full range of their educational 
offerings. 

2) To be in a position to decide: 
a) how the consortium of congregations might operate; 
b) how partners in the consortium might be selected; 
c) how research at each site might be conducted. 

While decisions of this sort will probably not be reached at the consultation 
itself, the issues involved in making these decisions will be discussed. 

We have attempted to structure the consultation in such a way as ·to permit 
-each participant to share his or her knowledge and expertise, and the group as 
a whole to break new ground in applying its collective wisdom to the task at 
hand. Five papers have been commissioned which cover five relevant areas 
of scholarship: 

a) What do the Jewish social sciences have to teach us about the current state 
of congregational education? What can we infer from the work of 
sociologists and anthropologists about the prospects for changing our 
current structures? This paper will be written by Riv-Ellen Prell, professor 
of anthropology at the University of Minnesota. 

b) What are the cultural, economic and political forces internal to 
congregations which result in particular educational arrangements, and 
how might these forces br harnessed to expedite the process of 
restructuring? This paper will be written by Joseph Reimer, professor of 
Jewish education at Brandeis University. 

c) What processes will enable congregations to reconceptualize their 
educat-ional programs and to prepare themselves -for change? This paper 
will be written by Susan Shevitz, professor of Jewish education_ at 
Brandeis University. 

d) What accounts for the durability of the dominant model of supplementary 
schooling? What attempts have been made to break this mold? Is 
fundamental restructuring necessary? Is it possible? How does it differ 
from innovation in a particular area? This paper will be written by Isa 
Aron, professor of Jewish education at the Rhea Hirsch School of 
Education, HUC-Jffi. 

.., 
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e) What can we leo.rn from the past. two decades of innovation in American 
public schools that might be applicable to the private, voluntary, part
time, anarchic non-sys~em of congregational education? This paper will 
be written by Larry Cuban, professor of education at Stanford University. 

These papers will be sent out in advance, several weeks prior to the 
consultation. Participants will be asked to respond to the issues raised in the 
papers, based on their particular experience and expertise. Then the group 
will work together to define, outline and adumbrate the process of . 
restructuring congregational education. 
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Introduction 

SESSION I 

SESSION II 

SESSION III 

SESSION fV 

RHEA HIRSCH SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion 

Reconceptualizing Congregational Education 
Tentative Program for Consultation oa May 17-18, 1993 

••••• 

The Synergy Required to Arrive at a New Vision or Paradigm 
of ~ngregational Education 

The mission of conire!!ations and con!!re£ational education 
(Monday morniog) 

What ought to be the mission of congregations? What should 
the xole of Jewish education be, ·within this larg~~ mission? 

Drawing on our own knowledge, and our reading of the papers, 
we will contrast ideal views with the current realities. 

What ooeratini assumptions 211ide our current paradi!ml of 
coniregational education? (Monday afternoon) 

What are the implications of the assumptions that undergird 
current paradigms of Jewish education? What might we 
want/need to challenge in some of these assumptions? 

What is Jewish learnin!!? What oower does it have to shaoe 
and transform peoole's lives? (Monday evening) 

What experiences of Jewish learning in our own lives were 
transfonnative? Wbat factors made them so powerful? What 
circumstances might make these kinds of experiences more 
common for members of congregations? 

Deriving conceotual orincioles as a ~ide for reconceotualizing_ 
congre!!ational education. (Tuesday morning) 

What core affirmations and assumptions would be <mnsonant 
with an enhanced vision for congregational education? What 
conceptual principles can we affirm? 



SESSION V 

SESSION VI 

What are the forces that enhance or inhibit chanee in 

congregations? (Tuesday morning and afternoon) 

Presentations by representatives of Leo Baeck Temple in Los 
Angeles and Congregation Beth Am in Los Altos Hills, on the 
process of restructuring education in their congregations. 

What can we learn from ·these two case studies about the 
necessary pre-conditions for restructuring, and guidelines for 
the process itself? From this, we will derive a set of operational 
principles for restructuring congregational education. 

Where do we go from here? (Tuesday CJ,fternooo) 

Presentation on bow a coalition might work, drawing on several 
models. 

Review of the "principles" arrived at in previous sessions; 
discussion of the relationship between the tv:o types of 
principles. 

Next Steps 



July 18, 1993 

To: Annette, Seymour, and Shmuel 
From: Adam 
CC: Ellen, Roberta, Julie 

MEMORANDUM 

Re: Ambiguities in CUE terms and concepts 

Attached are two documents: 

(1) A glossary of key terms and concepts for CUE, which you may wish to 
circulate. 

(2) A discussion of ambiguities related to these terms and concepts. This is 
intended as feedback to CIJE, 

Here's a brief explanation of the documents: 

Glossary 

, r\-- UL 

At the May meetings in Cleveland it emerged that many of the key terms and concepts of 
CUE were not fully clear to all participants, Consequently we decided to prepare a glossary 
of terms and concepts. The primary purpose of the glossary is to ensure that our own 
understandings are correct. However, we think the glossary might have more general 
usefuL-1ess. For example, you may wish to circulate it among CUE staff, Lead Community 
staff, and/or lay people. I'm writing to ask the following: 

o Are our definitions accurate and reasonably complete? 

o If you wish to distribute the glossary more widely, are there other terms you I d 
like us to add? 

Ambieuities 
Preparing the glossary provided an excellent opportunity to discuss the issues and concepts 
represented by these terms. We reviewed many long-standing ambiguities and raised new 
issues as well. Hence, another reason I'm writing is to advise you of the ambiguities we 
discussed. Some of these may be easily settled by you; if so, we'd appreciate your quick 
response. Others cannot be addressed simply, but we hope that by raising the questions we 
can help you prepare for future deliberations within CUE and with the lead communities and 
others. Thus, tht: discussion of ambiguities is intended to be feedback to CUE. 



ATA: 

BPSS: 

CSR: 

GJE: 

LCAW: 
LCC: 

PlaG: 
ProG: 

CJJE -- A GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND CONCEPTS 
July 1993 

Abbreviations used In the Glossary 

A Time to Act, The Report of the Commission on Jewish Education in North 
America. Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1990. _ 
Best Practices Project: The Supplementary School. edited by Barry Holtz, 
CUE, 1993. 
"The Challenges of Systemic Reform: Lessons from the New Futures Initiative 
for the CUE/ by Adam Gamoran, CUE 1992. 
"Goals for Jewish Education in Lead Communities," by Seymour Fox and 
Daniel Marom, CUE 1993. 
"Lead Communities at Work," by Annette Hochstein, CIJE 1~93. 
"Lead Community Consultation", minutes of the CUE/Lead Community 
meetings held in Cleveland, OH, May 12-13, 1993. 
Plannin~ Guide. CUE, February 1993. 
Proeram Guidelines. CUE, January 1992. 

Glossary of Ten11S 

Best Practices -- A CDE project to develop an inventory of effective educational practices 
which will serve as a guide to Jewish educational success. As a resource, Best Practices can 
be adapted for use in particular Lead Communities. 

Further reading: ATA 67, 69; PlaG 31-32; BPSS 1. 

Content/Scope/Ouajity -- See Lead Community Project, 

Goals Proj~t - A collaborative effort to stimulate a high level of discussion on the goals of 
Jewish education in Lead Communities. Participants include: Lead Communities, CUE, 
Mandel Institute, Melton Centre at Hebrew University, Hebrew Union CollegErJewish 
Institute of Religion, Yeshiva University, and the Jewish Theological Seminary. Papers on 
"The Educated Jew" serve as a resource for this discussion. 

Further reading: GJE 1 - 2. 
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Lead Community -- A geographic community serving as a local laboratory for the 
development of exemplary models of Jewish education. A Lead Community sets high 
educational standards, raises additional funds for education, and establishes a wall-to-wall 
coalition to guide its educational ceform efforts. On August 26, 1992, Atlanta, Baltimore and 
Milwaukee were selected as the first three Lead Communities in North America. (See also 
Lead Communiry Projecr.) 

Further reading: ATA 67 - 69; ProG 2. 

Lead Community Proiect -- This term has been used in two ways: "THE Lead Community 
Project" refers to the entire CUE/LC enterprise, a joint continental-local collaboration for 
excellence in Jewish education. "A Lead Community Project" refers to new programs and 
initiatives in Lead Communities. These programs and initiatives are characterized by: 1) wide 
scope, 2) high quality, 3) important content, and 4) an evaluation component. 

Further reading: ProG l; LCC 4, 9-10. 

Mobilization H Mobilization refers to organizing people and institutions for action directed 
towards the enhancement of Jewish education, and the financial support necessary for such 
action to be taken. Within Lead Communities, mobilization means involving people form 
differing movements and roles, and to both lay and professional leaders; a mobilized 
community has a "wall-to-wall coalition." Mobilization is one of the two essential building 
blocks for the improvement of fowish education. 

Further reading: AT A 50, 63-66. 

Monjtori.n~. Evaluation and Feedback -- A component of The Lead Communities Project that 
documents its efforts and gauges its success. "Monitoring" refers to observing and 
documenting the planning and implementation of changes. "Evaluation" entails interpreting 
information in a way that will strengthen and assist each community's effons to improve 
Jewish education. "Feedback" consists of offering oral and written responses to community 
members and to the CUE. 

Further reading: LCAW 5-7. 

Partnership -- The collaborative relationship betweery CUE and the lead communities, in 
which both partners share ideas, plans, and policies for their mutual benefit. Partnership 
also characterizes relationships within a Lead Community. 

Further reading: LCC 2 - 3. 
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Personnel •- All those who work in the field of Jewish education including formal and 
informal education and professional and volunteer staff. Attention to personnel is one of the 
two building blocks necessary for the improvement of Jewish education. Personnel issues 
must be addressed in all lead community projects, 

Further reading: AT A 49-50, 55-63. 

Systemic Reform u A plan for change that recognizes that one cannot improve Jewish 
education by reforming one element at a time. Instead, the entire enterprise must be changed 
in a coherent and coordinated fashion. Systemic reform requires a unifying vision and R,oals 
and a broad-based (wall-to-wall) coalition of change agents. 

Further reading: CSR; also Marshall S. Smith and Jennifer O'Day, "Systemic School 
Reform," Politics of Education Association Ye.arbook 1990, 233-267. 

Vision -- A desired state or process in Jewish education toward which the community as a 
whole or segments of the community are working; an ideal characterization of Jewish 
education in terms of structure, content and process. 

Further reading: PlaG 26; LCC 9; LCA W 2. 

Wa)}-to-WaH Coajjtion -~ The pannership within a Lead Community among participants 
across denominations and levels of agencies and institutions. It includes lay people as well 
as pro~essionals. (See also Mobiliza~ion.) 

Further reading: LCAW 4; ATA 63w66. 



Ambiguities and Uncertainties 
July 1993 

Best Pracdces -- There is still a great deal of confusion in the communities on how Best 
Practices relate to the building blocks of personnel and mobilization. How is Best Practices 
supposed to be translated into action? How does it reach the educators? What sequence of 
events is planned? 

The concerns we raised in our Summary Rwrt of February 1993 are still relevant: 

"With Best Practices under way, the central challenge lies in strengthening what is 
currently a vague articulation between CDE and the communities in the content area. 
How, exactly, will the Lead Communities and the Best Practices project 
interact? ... Will the communities initiate the relationship by requesting assistance in 
particular areas? Or will Best Practices provide them with a II menu" from which to 
choose? Is Best Practices to serve as a source of information, inspiration, or both? 

"The link between Best Practices and the communities may become stronger and more 
clear .after community educators have been drawn into the Lead Communities process. 
Presumably, contacts between Best Practices and the communities will occur with 
educators, not mediated by communal workers. When educators are drawn into the 
coalitions, they are likely to develop content-related ideas for change that fit their 
contexts, and to call on Best Practices to help them implement their ideas. Hence, the 
need for better articulation may be best addressed by mobilizing the educators" 
(Summary Report, Feb. 1993). 

The role· of Best Practices in systemic reform is also unclear. As we commented in 
February: 

"Another concern is utilizing Best Practices in the context of systemic reform. A 
principal feature of the Lead Communities project is that instead of addressing 
isolated institutions or programs1 it aims to reform the entire system of Jewish 
education in the communities. This feature is seen as a strength by many respondents 
across the three communities. Yet the Best Practices project, which focuses on 
particular institutions one at a time, appears to conflict with the systemic approach. 
How will CUE encourage systemic use of Best Practices? Broader mobilization of the 
community is required to ensure that Best Practices are drawn upon in a coordinated 
rather than a fragmented way" (Summary Repon. Feb. 1993). 

This issue is a source of great confusion and uncertainty in the communities, particularly in 
Milwaukee and Atlanta. · At the meetings in May, we came to understand that Best Practices 
will be a resource upon which the communities can draw as they translate their visions into 
site-based action. How this process will work is still not clear in the communities. 



Goals Proiect -- This is not yet a coordinated and integrated effort, an~ the lead . 
communities have not yet been involved. What will push the goals pr~Jecl off the ~rawing 
board? What will be the forum for discussions? Also, some community members m 
Baltimore and Milwaukee are wondering when they will receive the Educated Jew papers. 
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Lead Communi~ -- We have observed over time, and it w~s. clear in May, that CI1~ staff 
use the term differently than residents of the three communities. From the community 
perspective, Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee~ lead communi_ties; members of the 
communities see their cites as models already. From the perspectwe of CUE staff, they are 
in the process of becomin~ lead communities. CUE staff know these cities were se~e~ted for 
their potential for radical reform in Jewish education, and the quality of current policies and 
programs was not the key consideration. 

Thus, for example, what CUE staff term "business as usual" in Baltimore is seen as "the 
lead community process" by members of that community. 1 may be oversimplifying a bit, 
but I think it's not inaccurate to say that Baltimore federation leaders see their•ptan, which 
has been progressing since 1989, as one of systemic reform, and one which is consistent with 
CUE's approach. CIJE has not effectively communicated to them, or has not succeeded in 
convincing them, which elements are missing, and which if any element$ are misdirected. 
The two partners have at least agreed to disagree on the pace of change: CIJE believes it is 
too slow, and Baltimore leaders believe it is the correct pace for effective change. 

A perception held in Baltimore is that the strategic planning and visioning that is being 
initiated in Milwaukee, under CUE's guidance, has already occurred in Baltimore. While 
this was not brought about by ClJE per se, it was very much influenced by the Mandel 
Commission and by A Time to Act, as one can see by the language of Baltimore's strategic 
planning documents. , 

Another ambiguity concerns the terrn "bottom-up" used in ATA (p.68). We found this term 
confusing (and omitted it from our glossary definition) in two respects.' First, the logic of 
"bottom-up" vs. "top-down11 implies a hierarchy, but more recently CUE has described its 
relationship with lead communities as a "partnership. 11 Second, "bottom-up" implies reforms 
generate.ct from within the community, but thus far CUE has specified not only the two 
"btiilding blocks," but numerous structural elements such as the federation as the 11central 
address" for the project, a new role of lead community project director, monitoring designed 
by CUE, and other specific roles for consultants and CUE staff. Best Practices also seems to 
come across as a "top-down" reform, although it is not intended that way. 

Thus far, discussions between CUE and the communities have mainly focused on structure. 
Perhaps as content becomes more central, the reform process -- and the relation between 
CIJE and the communities -- will be more one of partnership. 



Lead Community Project -- Within the communities, there is still much uncertainty about (a) 
what constitutes a "lead community project" and (b) how the criteria of content, scope, and 
quality are to be applied. Do all lead community projects initiate with the central planning 
(visioning) process within the community, or can they begin from the grass-roots as long as 
the criteria are satisfied? (For example, a rabbi in Milwaukee wants to name his entire 
supplementary school a Lead Community Project.) If the latter, who is to decide when the 
criteria are to be satisfied? If the former, how can the good ideas of those not directly 
involved be included? 

3 

Planners in Baltimore and Milwaukee have expressed concerns a9out the 11ownership11 of 
Lead Community Projects as they think about mobilizing large donors. How will they 
provide a satisfactory level of recognition to donors who fund Lead Community Projects? 
What degree of control can be granted to donors, and what level of accountability should be· 
worked out? I wouldn't call th~s a problem at present, but it is on the min~s of community 
planners. A current example is the Machon L'Morim, a Meyerhoff-funded program for 
selected teachers from three day schools in Baltimore, one each from the Reform, 
Conservative, and Orthodox movements. It appears likely to meet CUE criteria, but must be 
clearly identified as a Meyerhoff program. 

Finally, if there is room for grass-roots projects (i.e., those initiated outside the central 
planning process) to become Lead Community projects, how can they be incorporated into 
systemic reform? 

Mobjlfr.ation -- We are avoiding the term "enabling option 11 which, although it does not 
appear in ATA, has often been used by CIJE staff, and is the source of much confusion. 
"Enabling option" sounds as if one has a choice about it, but that is not so in CIJE's model. 
It is important that CUE staff stop using the term "enabling option." 

During the staff meeting in May, the involvement of major donors emerged as especially 
important during the discussion of the Milwaukee report. To our knowledge, this issue has 
been raised with Milwaukee participants to the extent of er.couraging them to get Esther Lea.h 
Ritz involved with the Milwaukee Commission and/or Steering Committee. If the concern is 
a broader one, it still needs to be addressed. 

From the community perspective, a difficulty in involving major donors now is the current 
uncertainty as to the specifics of Lead Community projects. Ordinarily, we are told, 
professionals in all three communities solicit major gifts for designated purposes. Without 
the specifics of Lead Community Projects, professionals feel they lack sufficient 
"ammunition" for soliciting funds. One can think about this problem as a sequencing issue: 
Which comes first, development of content or mobilization of funds? In May, Milwaukee 
participants explained that they wanted a better idea of the content of their reforms befurt! 
they approached major donors about funding the reforms. 
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Another ambiguity is that so far, mobilization in the communities has meant r\Z)resentation of 
diverse constituencies rather than full involvement of these constituencies. At this time, 
Commissions are generally inclusive in the sense that they involve representatives from a 
wide variety of institutions. However, there is no established mechanism for these 
representatives to inform and galvanize support in their constituencies. We are particularly 
concerned with the involvement of educators. What CUE or community resources will be 
devoted to involving educators, not just as representatives of institutions, but more broadly as 
developers and implementers of educational innovations? 

Monitorin~. Evaluation and Feedback -- Two important uncertainties about our project both 
have to do with dissemination. The first concerns feedback to CIJE. Most of our reporting 
is directed towards Annette, yet much of what we have to say is relevant to other staff. 
What is the mechanism for distributing our update memos (such as this one) to other staff 
members? 

We can conceive of two approaches to feedback: one in which our reports go to Annette, and 
they are then distributed as you see flt; and a second in which we report to whomever we see 
fit as the occasion arises, including but not exclusively Annette. 

The second uncertainty concerns feedback to the communities. We have not established any 
regular procedure or mechanism for getting feedback disseminated outside our central 
contacts. We have had many informal conversations in which we provided feedback 
requested by community members, but as we learned in May, these do not concern the issues 
of central interest to CDE. 

Partnership -- Unfortunately the minutes of the May meetings did not reflect the depth of 
discussion on what ''partnership11 means, and we welcome any elaboration. 

Wal)-to-Wall Coalition~- Are there some absolutely essential partners (e.g., large donors)? 
Are some partners more essential than others? 



CIJt: WORKPLAN 8 /93- 7 /94: ITERATiu N # 2 Juy28 

1993 1994 

I. T HE CIJE CORE For Discussion Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jen. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June 

a Board 
· - Regular meetings March rather than Febru- Li 1::,. 

ary; Additional meetings in ADH 

July rather than August 
1994. 

- Executive Committee Additional January &ior /j. /j. /j. Cl 
May meeting. ADH ADH 

-Committees operating {MEF, LCs, Who staffs each Li 
Research) committee? ADH 

- New board members (X3) A+1 I 

ADH 

b Staff 

- Job definitions for CIJE staff 6. 
ADH 

-Planning function in place Full time/part time 1::,. 
ADH 

- Core staff meetings ADH/BH/GDNUAG A 6. A 1::,. Li A 1::,. Li 1::,. L\ 
Israel Israel 

-Advisory group constituted New professional adviso:ry 1::,. A 
group Constit. Meeting 

' .. 
-Review CIJE staff job descriptions 1::,. 

ADH 

c Administration 

-Satellite office NY 1::,. 
SHH/ADH 

-Satellite in Jerusalem /j. -
ADH 

- Calendar events 1993/4 Li 
ADH/GD 
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1993 1994 

I. T HE CIJE CORE For Discussion .Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar . Apr. Mey June J, 

- Budget presented - 6 months 6 month interim budget A 
1!94-7'94 ADH 

-Proposed budget 8/94-7 /95 January-December .or A A 
August-July budget years. 1st Prop.I 2nd Ver. 

- Outline events calendar 1994/95 A 
GD 

d. Fund raising 
-Plan for foundations-J,ewish A 

ADH 

- Plan for genera l foundations A 
ADH/AH 

e CIJ E Executille Qicectar 

-Plan for recruitment A 
ADH 

f Cammuoicatiaos 

-Plan for 1994-95 conference for A 
sharing developments 

- Brochure on CIJE A 

-CIJE Education Letter-3 issues to A 
be developed BH 

g ~atianal Qcgaoizatiaos 

-National advisory group to be CJF Commission relation- A 
established ships .. 

-Connection with national A 

organizations 

b. 0issemioatiao of LCs 

-From 3 to 23: A plan A 
BH 
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1993 1994 

II . LEAD COMMUNITIES For Discussion Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June 

a. Local Commissions 
-Wall-to-wall coalition established !J. 

- Multi-year strategy & plan 
completed including: Self-study, 
Educators' survey, Personnel plan 

-CUE-LC Meetings A A GA A A A 
SW ADH ADH ADH AOH 

b Pilot Projects (BHI 

- Implementation of at least 1 in each A 
u 

community 

-Summer seminars in Israel 

c Calendar 

-1993/94 LC 'within' & 'across' A 
ADH/ 

Planner 

-1994/95 calendar !J. 
Planner 

~ 1995/96 gross calendar 
F 

d Local LC Team 

-CUE/local LC joint team formed in A 
each LC GD . . 
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1993 1994 

11. LEAD COMMUNITIES For Discussion Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June J1 

e, LC fecsc•• el De~elc121m:• t 

- Personnel statistical survey A 
EG 

- 'Lives of educators' in all 3 LCs A 

-Senior educators/Jerusalem A 
Fellows recruitment ADH 

-Summer institute for strategically A Plan I 

targetted groups GD 

-Plan for LC/training insti;tutions per- A 
sonnel initiative in LC ADH/SW 

f MEE 
-Develop workplan A 

A'DH/AG 
EG/AH 

- Mid-year Report A 
AG/EG 

- 1 994/95 plan A 
AG/EG 

•. . 
g Goals Pmject 

-Seminars for core CIJE staff October '3 seminar in A A A 
Israel. SW/ADH ADH/SF ADH/SF 

(Israel) 

-Seminar for local commission When will we be ready .A 
ADH/SF 

- Summer retreat Lay & professionals? i 

Israel? AD~ 
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1993 1994 

II. LEAD COMMUNITIES For Discussion Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June Jul 

h. Best Practices 

-Early childhood volume & t::.. t::.. t::.. 
consecutive volumes (X3) Bhl BH 

- Colloquium on supplementary Held in LCs for educators t::.. 
school for LCs & community leadership BH 

-Best practice 'Pilot Project' initiated t::.. 
BH 

• ' ' 

.. 
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1993 1994 

Ill.BUILDING THE PROFESSION For Discussion Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June Jul 

- Training institutions: Personnel plan A 
consultation 

- CUE plan linking LC needs, training Who staffs this? A 
institution capability & unmet GD 

needs: First iteration 

IV. COMMUNITY LEADERSHIP 

- Information system initiated Staff A 
ADH 

-'Camper' plan for key individuals D 
ADH 

-Plan for major leadership A 
conference in 1995 on work of LC GD/BH 

& CUE: First iteration 

V .RESEARCH -

- Consultation towards a plan for A 
developing a research agenda ADH/SF 
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NOTES TOWARDS CIJE WORKPLAN 1993-1994: ITERATION 2 

1. This document is a first attempt to articulate tasks over time for the CUE for 1993-94. 

2. It is intended for staff discussion in New York (August 19-20); discussion with the lead community 
partners (August 23-24); and for presentation, in gross form, to the Exedcutive of the CUE. 

3. lt takes those outcomes for July 1994 which were projected in June 1993 and plans them within a 
timeline. 

4. When this plan is approved, it will form the basis for detailed workplans for: 
-Each LC 
-Each staff member 
-Each assignment. 

CODE (for individual responsibility) 

Ii = Milestones/Benchmarks 

ADH = Alan Hoffmann 

ARH = Annette Hochstein 

SF = Seymour Fox 

BH = Barry Holtz 

GD = Gail Dorf 

<;HH = Steve Hoffmann 

AG = Adam Gamoran 

EG = Ellen Goldring 

VFL = Virginia Levi 
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ERAMlN(j STRATEGIES 

Drift; 7telia 

Iba Ialk 
We beijln wilh ll u!:i fli-1dlnga of the National Jewish Populatlc Study, wl'\leh eo,-.flrmed 
What we all knew or euspeeted: our oommunlty'a continuity In Jeopardy because of 
a weakening of Jewleh Identity In North American 10cl1ty. 

Our task Is to begin to reverse tnta trena - not Just to • rvlve, but to croate vital 
Jewish lives and Jewish communities for ourselvea, the ext generation and the 
generations to come. 

All Jewl11h lnslilulioris havt a atake and many have lmportar1 dlreet 1r,d 11"\direet rcle, 
to play In fulfllllng thlt task. For aome - cur congregaU n, end their 11asootated 
rolh; lou11 0 11t'.J octutttlol'\1I ln, tltutll".'lris h1iMO n,a n,i,1t n~t11'\I avamr,IBA T1IT nrnmntino 
" tloua, oon,mltted J&Wlah llvli,g t,11 Ieng oonvtltutod tho i.;or, ooro of tholr ln!ltitutionsl 
mission, meaning and purpose, They embody u,e tra,dltlonal roundatlons of Jewl1:ih llf& 
- torohi avodoh, and gemllut ha'$$!dim. It got• wltheut taYilna that tha;e Institutions 
are central, In their rolt and expertlsa, to any effort to stran then Jewlih Identity, 

For ether,, auch as Federatlor'lt, bulldlr,g Jewish Identity r11pr tent• a eoncem that has 
grown up alongside other tradltlonal fool - e.g., meeting humen needs here and 
oversea, ea an expression of their commitment to tredekah nd tlkkun oft1.m - but has 
now begun to move toward the top of lhelr 1gendae. Over th Plit fow d~~e~, me,ny 
Federations have lncrtastd their support for Jewish ooo~tlon. Ourtng thl• ••m• 
perlOd, annual reaerauon oampalgns have )ncreaslngly taken1on th• character of llffort~ 
not Just to raise funds, but al'° to build Jewish commu~lty and t0 ralst Jtwlth 
oonsolou1neso, Federations aupport aevtral national agenet s - lndudlng JESNA, tht 
National Foundatlnn fnr Jawlah Culture, and oampua eervl a;en~, - Wh9 oh~r~ 
with the religious communtty a primary foous on enhancing J wish Identity, knowledge, 
and commitment. Tht Jewish Community Centijra Aeeoolat on and many JOCs have 
also made Jewish education a high priority, 

Ct1pit1 this growing oonnuence In goal,, the two great In tltutlonal complex&& built 
around the Syn11gogue ~nd tha F6)d.:lratior'l retJ'eot!v1ly hav not c•narslly workRci as 
fUII partner, In the effort to promote Jewish contlnult)', oday, however, ... there ~ 
growing reoognltlon on an sides that Just such I partnersh must be effected, Th• 
~a\pabla lhreats to Jewish continuity dem•nd that Ftdtratl na, Synagogues, and tht 
erray of other instrtutlona - educatlonal bodi.1, m~mbershlp organization&, community 
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relations agencle11 lsraell and Zlonl,t 0rgan!Zitl0ns - vitally ncemed with the Jawlah 
future· work more closely together. 

Yet, aven combining our lnatltutlonal expertlae on how to etr gthen Jewish Identity wlll 
not be a 1ufflolent response to the challenges we face. Des lte Ol.lr expertise, neither 
slngly nor together have w, been able to provid$ d8flnltlve an W$rs to the fundamental 
qu&stlon that definas eur hlstortc ,ttui.uon: How can we eneu e that J;we wlll oontln1Je 
to choose to be Jewish and to partloipatt actively In a vibrant, dlvtr,, Jewish 
oommunit,' within contemporary North American soctety? 

Answ,rlng this question wlll Involve provfdlng more i,uppon t exl&tlng ln,tttut!ona end 
programs which have demonttrated the ablllty to &trengthe Identity and community, 
tt wll! also Involve creating additional opportunltlea for Jew of ~ur era to nnd deep 
personal meaning In their Jewishness and llve out Jewish slues· and eommltments. 
To do both, we will need to wre1t1, with priorlty-aottlng and xpand the reaourees we 
Invest In Identity- and community-building. 

Much of what mutt be done to ,neure our future can only be mptem,nted localty; and, 
Indeed, local communlt111 across th• continent have begun t organ!!& th,m&alves for 
maJor lnltia.Uves In lhi& arena. But there are other compo~ents of tht taGk - a.g. , 
reaear0h, recruitment and training of professional lead,rehlp, ~•lldation of new priorities 
- that will require oolltotlve continent&! action. Our maJor itlnental movements and 
aganel11 have begun to respond with Important lnltlatlvas oft elr own, both individually 
and cooperatlv•ly through• variety of enae;vora, auoh as t e Commlulon on J•wl,n / 
Education In North America. Bu{ much work remain&. 

The procesa of communal moblllZtttlon for Jewish oontlnult will rtqiJlre, above !ll1 a 
wllllngn,u to implement dramatic.and creative changes b0\ within org1nlzat1ona and 
In their relatlonahlp& to each other. 

Fed1r1tlons \ocally and CJF continentally have• spectal r,1 onslblllty and exptrlenee 
to brlng to bear In building the community-wide coelltlon1 t 1t must take ahape. It Is 
for thl1 reason that CJF hes taken the lnitlatlve to form Commission 0n Jewl1h 
Identity and Continuity that would represent and ene lze the unprecedented 
partnerahlp we require. 

Ibt Qhallengt 

Successfully carrying forward tha work of the Commlsalon, nd even rncrt tht ~roeesa 
of change It ,eeks to lnaplre end atslst, wlll not be e ay, Some of what tht 
Commission alma to achleve draws on familiar concerns an ekllls. Toe Syna;ogues' 
long experlanee In Inspiring and educating Jews of all agte ill be called upon. So too 
will Federation•' historic talents in p11nrilng and finanolal r ,ouree development. . . 
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8ut other elements of the Commlsslon'a agenda will chalh!tn , our past experfence and 
current capabilities. To give two exampleo: 

1) Finding the appropriate ways for Federations and con rsgetlona· (l0eally) and the 
federated eystem and d~nomlnatlonat movement, nationally) to work more 
oloaely togtthsr la more than a matter of 1lmpre des re or a de0l1lon to do oo, 
For both, tt wlll roqulr~ creating new klndA of relations lps with organizations and 
leadership having very dlffertnt hlatorles, cultun111 and mode& of gperatlon. 
These must be ralatlonahlpt of openness and equally, In whtcn the autonomy 
and unique oharacterlstlca of each Institutional frem work ere retpected, even 
as the lev&I Of eooperetton end mutual ,upport grow . 

2) Our goal, u, ~Art, II to h6lp thfl M~ 8em,tlltlon of. ew~ ,nJoy richer, deeper 
Jewish ltves. Yet, many within this generation do t perceive a weakened 
attachmant to Jewish life a1 personally problematic. or such Jews, our task la 
11 muoh to create the desire for fuller Jewish eng&Q mant and aetf-expret1lon 
as It 11 to aatlafy that nffd. · 

There will be other diallengte: 

1) To balanot tne pre,sures for short-term aceompllshmtnt with r$cognltlon of the 
need for 8 fong-term1 compreMenalv• approach, 

2) To put forward a manege~ble a;enda, without b Ing superficial. 

3) To make the btst Utt of oxl1tlng expertise,, whll allowlng room for now 
knowtedge and new patadl~ms for • ctlon tQ emerge 

Conoe;tyaustrategic Prino1'7lea 

In llght of tht above, we propcse the followlng framework o strategic prlnclpla, for the 
work of th• Commlaslon: 

1) Creating the Commission Is an act of ooalltlon-b\Jlldl . The CommlHlon must 
provide 1n environment In which participant• oan wo together In new way, and 
develop new underatandlr1g1 of their own rot•• and ml ,ions. The Commlaalon'a 
major taek Is not to produce a program or • report, but to h•lp shape a new 
reality In Jewish organliatlonal llfe. 

2) Commlqlon member•, leader, In their respeotlv• Ids of activity, wlll bring 
much knowledg• and wisdom to its dollbor:atlons. But thoy muat ~leo bo 
prepared to loam and to be affeoted by 1ervlng on • Cornmlaslon. .··· 

3 
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3) The Commltslon'• work will lncorporete several differ nt task• and proc,aaes. 
~ These WIii require coordination, bUt also sUfficlent apace and Integrity to 
accomplish what we need from each. For exampla, ga erlng and disseminating 
expGrtlae la qulta different from seeking to facilitate or anlz1t1onat change. The 
Commission WIii need to approach these two task with awarenes, of thla 
difftr&nee. 

4) The Commla&lon will need to hear from and In olve a widt r4nge Qf 
conatltueneles and lntereata, lneludlnQ Individual, from Ide th• organizational 
networks represented on It. tt will need to ensure th t all relevant Information 
and expertiea - Including that posttued by profess! nals In the ''trencties" of 
this effort - are available to It. 

Ibo Work of tho Qommj1a10a 

To accomplle1h Ill mlttlon, th~ Commlsalon will: 

• 

• 

• 

Gather, anal>'%e end dlaaemlnate Information on trends, developments 
and lnltlatlvee In Jewish Institutional and oom unal ltfe Impacting upon 
Jewish Identity and continuity. 

Explore a variety of eoneeptual framew0rk1 t lllumlnate and coma to 
grfp• with tht eomplex 1uues lnvolv,d. in promoting Jewish Identity end 
continuity, · 1 
Act aa a catalyst for change by bringing togeth r In con1tructlv1 dlalo9u1 
lnttltullonat ltaderahtp, experts and rei:,resrntatlves of the various 
eegment, of American Jewish llfe. 

Develop guideline,, models and prlnclpl•a which can faolllt•te the 
tranaformation of tnetltutlonal cultures and t In motion communal 
ln1tlatlve& to enhance Jewish lift Into the 21at century. 

Pool re~urcea, txptrtlse and the lnfluenot of 1rtlclp1t1ng lnatltutlons to 
addreaa Issues that 1r, continental In na re and best dealt with 
~llectlvely, 

IUMMABY 
As w8 gather to raise our ec,mmul'\lty'a conaclou$neU that Jewlah ld•ntlty and 
continuity aro tho priority ltsuet of ot.ir time, we wlll be h lpln; the North Amerlean 
Jgwlsh community re1oh toward a vision for end of itself t tranacende any existing 

4 
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reality .. 

The Commission's mo&t Important role will be to creett I new a!ltlcn of organl~at10n1I 
forces to su1taln1 support, and extend thlt proceSI by itself r presenting a new reality 
In Jiwlsh life. The process of th& Commission·, work - laboratlve, d~llberatlve, 
forward-looking. guided by diverse Ideologies, yet 8harlng a f ndamental commitment 
to am YlamoJ, roral Yist1al, •"~ ~muntJt Yi»fi&I - will 9 • mlctoco1m of the 
community we seek to bulld. 

All parties lnvolved In thla proce11 will ohange, not 11 a result f any colleetlv1 deolslon 
or plan, but •• • result cf the new thinking which oen result rom· ·new dialogues and 
relationthlp&. 1ndeed, an openness to chsnoo le, perhapa, e most imPQrtant thing 
which all can bring to the Commission and will be tha m01t I pcrtant measure of our 
individual and collective cridlblllty ln this hlttorlo· undertakln , 

We will know that tha Commission has fuffllled Its mlaslon, n t with a flnat r~ort, but 
when the new organizational rtalltles and new paradigm, fer ovlng Into the future thet 
have emerged within the Commlsilon become pert oft~ ormal operations of our 
oommul"llty. VVlth thla cloar, but opsn.andad o~al. we art re dy to begin our work. 

--····---.--.,.. 
11..ia 
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m~J'JDfBffif.~~~ I 
COMMISSION OF JEWISH IDENTITY AND C NTINUlTY 

Nemo 
Marvin Lender 
Shoshena s. Cerdln 
Alon Ade, 
Stephan Bayme 
Helene Berger 
Aaron Brotman 
Andrea Dut,roff 
Arnold e111n 
Tom Fraudenholm 
Sidney Goldstein 
Rebbl Moahe Gorelik 
Charlea H. Goodman 
Nell Qre•nbeum 
Arnot d Greenberg 
Richard Joel 
Martin Kr•ar 
Lynn Korde Kroll 
A~bbl Norman L!mm 
Deborah Llpetadt 
Rabbi Brian Lurie 
Melvln Merlan, 
Aobert Mltltoh 
L11tu Pollack 
Joseph Alemtr 
Sheldon Audoft 
Mlc;ihael Aukln 
John Autkey 
Oevld Sack.I 
Rabbi Alex Schindler 
Aebbl lamer Sohorsoh 
Oanlel s. Shepfro 
Robbi Allen Silverstein 
Barry Shreg, 
A1bbl Davia Teuttch 
Aloherd L. Wexler 

Meeting: T1Jesday, August 3, 189 

AU@odence 
Vea 
Yea 

Yes 
Yea 
Yes 
Yes 

No 
Yet 
Yes 
Vea 
Yet 
Yes 

Vat 

No 
Yes 

Y11 
Yes 

Yea 

Yea 

Rabbi Sheldon Zlmmermen 

c:\wp13\ATTEND. JIC 


